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Abstract
This paper presents some lens system design
and re-engineering experimentations with genetic algorithms and genetic programming.
These Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) were
successfully applied to a design problem that
was previously presented to expert participants of an international lens design conference. Comparative results demonstrate that
the use of EA for lens system design is very
much human-competitive.

1

INTRODUCTION

Designing a lens system is a complex task currently
done by experimented optical engineers, using CAD
tools that can optimize a roughly shaped design. The
work presented in this paper is motivated by a desire to completely automate this design task, using
Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Genetic Programming
(GP) techniques.
The paper first presents the theory related to lens
systems, before addressing a brief survey of modern
design methods. Then, experimental results are presented for the automatic design of a benchmark problem for both the design (using GA and GP) and the
re-engineering (using GP) of a lens system.

2

THEORY ON LENS SYSTEM
DESIGN

A lens system is an arrangement of lenses with different
refractive indexes, surface curvatures, and thicknesses.
Figure 1 shows an example of a 2 lenses system. Given
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Figure 1: Parameters of a Two Lenses System. The ni
variables denote the refractive indexes of the media,
the ci represent the lens surface curvatures, the ti are
the lens thicknesses, and d1 is the lens spacing.

an object of a certain size, at a certain distance, its
function is to produce an image of this object. Although many lens arrangements can generate images
of the same size, the problem of lens system design is
to seek the one with the least amount of aberration.
Aberrations are the difference between a real image
and the corresponding approximated image computed
with Gauss optics (O’Shea, 1985). Gauss optics constitute a usable framework to characterize an optical
system with various Gaussian constants such as the
effective focal length, stop, f -number of the system,
and image distance and magnification. Aberrations
come from the fact that Gauss optics are used during
the design process; real physics of lens systems are too
complex to be usable.
To characterize lens systems we need to do what is
called ray tracing. Starting at a given point on the
object and a given initial angle, a ray trace is the computation of the trajectory of a light ray through the
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Figure 2: Illustration of Snell-Descartes First Law of
Refraction

optical system until it reaches the image plane. The
exact (real) ray trace is obtained from the first law of
refraction (Snell-Descartes) that governs the behavior
of light passing through the interface between two media having different refractive indexes. The path of
a ray passing from medium 1 to medium 2 obeys the
following equation:
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2
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(2)

then φ ≈ 0 =⇒ sin φ ≈ φ. Equation 1 becomes:
n1 θ 1 ≈ n2 θ 2

b)
Figure 3: Illustration of: a) Spherical Aberration, and
b) Distortion.

(1)

where n1 and n2 are refractive indexes of media 1 and
2, and θ1 and θ2 are incident and refracted angles relative to the normal of the interface between the two
media. Figure 2 illustrates this first law of refraction.
On the other hand the paraxial approximation consists
in assuming that all rays lie close to the optical axis.
Using the sine expansion:
sin φ = φ −

Undistorted Image

(3)

The difference between first and third order optics represents the five Seidel aberrations: spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field curvature, and distortion (O’Shea, 1985). Figure 3 illustrates two of these.
The spherical aberration (Figure 3a) is caused by the
fact that, for spherical lenses, rays coming from infinity and parallel to the optical axis do not converge to
the same focus point, depending on the ray distance
from the optical axis. The result of this type of aberration is a blurred image. Another type of aberration
is distortion, that causes pincushion (positive distortion) or barrel (negative distortion) shaped images, as
shown in Figure 3b.

This approximation is the basis of Gauss optics or first
order optics.

3

The quantification of the aberrations of an optical system is done by computing the difference between the
real image (i.e. the one that stems from Equation 1),
and the image that results from the paraxial approximation. In other words, two ray traces emerging from
the same point on the object with the same angle, one
exact and one approximated1 , will strike the image
plane at different positions. These correspondence errors, averaged over a whole set of distinct rays, could
provide a convenient basis for building a quality measure.

Modern design of lens systems is generally done with
specialized CAD softwares that help designers to visualize the lens system, evaluate its quality following
precise criteria, and locally optimize the system’s variables. This optimization is often done by using local search algorithms like the Damped Least Square
(DLS) method. But the typical search space of optical
system design is a complicated multidimensional space
comprising several peaks, non-linearities and strong
correlation between parameters (Sturlesi and O’Shea,
1990). Hence, a local search explores only the immediate neighborhood of the initial solution, making
the result very dependent on the competence and experience of the designer. But since the beginning of
the 1990’s, some applications of global search methods
have been made in optical design. A few researchers
have successfully used simulated annealing for optical

Finally, in the sine expansion of Equation 2, it is interesting to note that if we also consider the second
term, than we obtain what is called third order optics.
1

The approximative ray trace is virtual and computed
with Gauss optics.

EXISTING METHODS
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design (Forbes and Jones, 1990; Hearn, 1990). Others
have modified local optimization algorithms, like the
DLS algorithm, to allow exploration beyond local optima (Isshiki, 1998). These two approaches have been
recently integrated in some optical CAD tools.
But not much work has been done using Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). As far as we know, only (Ono
et al., 1998) have designed some lens systems using
real-coded genetic algorithms. They were able to automatically design lens systems made of more than 10
parts, for some imaging applications. They also experimented with multi-objective optimization of optical
systems by using the Pareto optimal selection strategy. Other research on application of EA to optical
systems includes (Ben Hamida et al., 1999), which use
two evolutionary approaches to design an optical surface, and (Nosato et al., 2001), that use EA for the
automatic alignment of optical devices.

4

MONOCHROMATIC QUARTET
PROBLEM

To evaluate the capability of our approach for lens system design, we chose a problem stated in the 1990 International Lens Design Conference (ILDC). This conference, held every four years, includes a friendly design competition for its participants. The 1990 problem (O’Shea, 1990) became a benchmark to evaluate
the performance of optimization algorithms for lens
system design because the 11 best solutions proposed
by human experts make up only two different classes
of similar solutions, and the organizers concluded that
these solutions appear to be global optimums of the
solution space.
The problem is named the Monochromatic Quartet.
Essentially, it consists in finding an optical system
made of four spherical lenses. Here is the formal statement of the problem (O’Shea, 1990).
Design a 4-element, f/3, 100 mm effective
focal length lens of BK7 glass, illuminated by
helium d wavelength (i.e., n = 1.51680). The
object is at infinity, the object field covers 30◦
full field (15◦ semi-field angle) and the image
field is flat.
Constraints on the construction includes:
only spherical surfaces, no aspherics, GRIN
elements, Fresnel lenses, binary elements,
holographic optical elements, etc. The minimum glass thickness is 2 mm, but there is
no upper limit on the size of the lens. The
distortion must be less than 1% and there
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should be no vignetting. The last is intended
to assure that vignetting could not be used
to improve the edge performance on the lens.
No requirement is put on the location of the
stop of the system.
The merit function consists of the average
of the RMS blur spot for three fields : onaxis, 10.5◦ , and 15◦ , weighted equally.

The f -number (also written f/#) measures the lightcollecting ability of the lens system. An effective focal
length for a lens system is similar to the focal length of
an equivalent single lens. The focal length itself is the
inverse of the lens power, which is the capacity of making rays converge over short distances. The BK7 glass
is just an ordinary type of glass frequently used for
lens fabrication. The helium d wavelength constraint
specifies that the problem is monochromatic, that is
the considered wavelength is fixed and thus the refractive indexes are also fixed (otherwise we would have
to consider the so-called chromatic aberrations). This
system must not have vignetting, i.e. the image must
not be truncated. It is also possible to include a stop,
that is an aperture in the optical system which limits
the amount of light in the system, allowing to reduce
aberrations. Its diameter can be linked directly with
the effective focal length and the f -number.
The error measure of the problem seeks to separate
distortion from other types of aberrations. The problem statement specifies that distortion must not exceed 1% and thus implies that below this level, one
should only concentrate on other aberrations. Using
exact computations (Equation 1), the RMS blur spot
method traces several parallel rays at a given entrance
angle. These angles must be set successively at 0◦ ,
10.5◦ , and 15◦ as specified by the problem statement.
Using paraxial approximation, all the rays with the
same entrance angle converge at a single point. But
with exact ray traces, they will strike the image plane
at different points, generally in the neighbourhood of
the approximate point, and form a so-called blur spot,
as illustrated in Figure 4. The RMS blur spot is computed from the variances of the position at the image
plane of different exact rays with the same entrance
angle. A reference ray traced with the paraxial approximation is used to evaluate the distortion, by measuring its distance from the centroid of the exact rays
at the image. For more details, the interested reader
is referred to (Lambda Research Corporation, 2001).
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Table 2: Evolution Parameters with GA
Evolution parameter
Value
Population size
5000
Number of generations
1000
Crossover probability
0.03
Mutation probability
0.01
Participants to tournament selection
3

Centroid

Distorsion

corrected until the system become physically feasible.
Reference ray

Figure 4: Illustration of the Blur Spot Measure
Table 1: Monochromatic Quartet Lens System Encoding with GA. Units for thickness, distance and stop
location are mm. Units of curvatures are mm−1 .
Type of
# of
parameter
par. Encoding
Bounds
Curvature
7
16 bits
[−0.04, 0.04]
Thickness
4
16 bits
[2, 250]
Distance
3
16 bits
[0, 250]
Stop Location
1
18 bits
[0, 1000]

5

LENS SYSTEM DESIGN WITH
GA

As a first trial, we tried to design a lens system that
meets the monochromatic quartet criteria using classical GA, with bit string representations of fixed length
(Holland, 1975). The lens system modeling is straightforward and the problem has a total of 15 parameters
to optimize. Table 1 summarizes the encoding and the
upper/lower bounds for each parameter encoded in the
bit strings. The chosen bounds are large enough to allow the exploration of all physically feasible solutions.
The value of the last curvature and aperture stop are
not included in this table because these parameters are
not evolved. They are set so that the lens system respects the problem specifications (effective focal length
and f -number). The distance between the last surface
and the image plane is also calculated in order that approximative rays having the same field angle focus on
the image plane. Also, the lens systems are validated
during the evolution to ensure that they are physically
possible (to prevent lens overlap, etc.). When impossible configurations appear, the problematic lens diameters, distances between lenses or lens thicknesses are

To implement this GA, we used a C++ framework
for evolutionary computations named Open BEAGLE
(Gagné and Parizeau, 2002). Also a C++ library,
named Library for Lens System Ray Tracing (Gagné
and Beaulieu, 2001), was developed to compute ray
tracing through a given lens system. This library facilitates the fitness measure calculation, that needs to
evaluate several exact and approximative ray traces.
For the fitness measure, we defined the following equation:

1.0


%dist ≤ 1.0

1.0 + RM S
F itness =

1.0
1.0


×
%dist > 1.0
%dist
1.0 + RM S
where %dist is the maximum percentage of distortion
observed, and RM S is the average value of the RMS
blur spot for the three initial field angles mentioned in
the problem statement. This fitness equation provides
a measure spectrum, normalized between 0 and 1, that
is detailed enough to adequately differentiate individuals. It also ensures that the lens system having more
than 1% of distortion are sufficiently penalized during
the evolutions. Experimentally, we observed that all
the best solutions obtained do not have more than 1%
of distorsion.
Preliminary tests were first conducted in order to obtain a good idea of evolution parameters to use for this
problem. The used parameters are presented in Table
2. Then, 30 evolution runs were conducted using these
parameters, each needing about 2 to 3 hours of CPU
time on an Athlon processors running at 1.2 GHz (the
runs were conducted in parallel on a Beowulf cluster
of 25 nodes).

6

RESULTS USING GA

The best solution obtained with GA produces an averaged RMS blur spot of 0.0019 mm, compared with
0.0024 mm for the best human result reported at the
1990 ILDC monochromatic quartet contest. This RMS
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Figure 5: Best Monochromatic Quartet Presented at
the 1990 ILDC
Table 3: Parameters of the Best Monochromatic Quartet Presented at the 1990 ILDC
Radius Thickness Aperture Glass
140.0
2.0
60.0
BK7
90.6
8.8
55.0
air
155.86
206.8
55.0
BK7
0.0
11.2
13.757654 BK7
-134.7
0.05
30.0
air
72.6
106.0
25.0
BK7
357.38
7.9
25.0
air
-45.82
2.0
30.0
BK7
-1458.1
0.1
30.0
air
(Bold surface is the aperture stop.)

blur spot is the average of three statistical measures
of many exact rays scattering from the three given entrance angle. The RMS value is dependent on both
these entrance angles, but also on the choice of the
computed rays for each angle. Moreover, when the
RMS is very small, as in this case, it is not highly accurate due to rounding errors and image plane placement. Varying the image plane position may lower a
little bit the RMS. The RMS measures reported here
have been calculated with the well known CAD tool
OSLO (Lambda Research Corporation, 2001), in order to eliminate any bias that our own RMS measure
might introduce. Using our own RMS measure could
have favored the evolved systems relatively to the human designed ones.
The best system evolved with GA is thus 23% better than the best presented at the 1990 ILDC (following the OSLO RMS measure). Figure 5 and Table 3
present the best 1990 ILDC design, while Figure 6 and
Table 4 present the best GA design.

7

LENS SYSTEM DESIGN AND
RE-ENGINEERING WITH GP

As a second trial, the same monochromatic quartet
problem was tackled, using the same EC environment

Figure 6: Best Design Found with GA

Table 4: Parameters of the Best Design Found with
GA
Radius Thickness Aperture Glass
194.6968
173.638
160.0
BK7
101.6046
207.408
160.0
air
69.2262
24.8946
35.0
BK7
42.8546
2.43763
25.0
air
70.8426
49.7265
25.0
BK7
0.0
46.3269
12.172236 BK7
-72.1277
34.6571
40.0
air
66.8914
29.2579
40.0
BK7
834.9267
23.7954
40.0
air
(Bold surface is the aperture stop.)

(Open BEAGLE), but this time specialized for GP.
The evolving genetic programs represent some modifications to apply on a given initial lens system. The
evolving programs are made of three types of primitives. The first type includes primitives that can increment/decrement an iterator that points to a lens
surface. The second type is composed of primitives
that modify a parameter of the current lens surface.
The other type includes classic arithmetic operations.
The terminals of the genetic trees are ephemeral constants (Koza, 1992), randomly generated between -1
and 1. Two ADFs (Koza, 1994) were also added to favor emergence of building blocks, which can be useful
for this type of problem. Table 5 presents the complete set of primitives. Note that we intentionally encouraged the search to be in the initial solution neighborhood by allowing mostly small parameter modifications.
To evaluate each individual, an iterator is affected to
the first surface of the initial lens system. Once the
system is modified, it is validated to ensure that it respects the problem specifications and that it is physically feasible, as explained in section 5. Thereafter, the
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Table 5: GP Primitives Used to Evolve Lens Systems
Primitives
First, Last

Inputs
1

Next, Prev

1

Curv+, Dist+

1

Curv*, Dist*

1

Stop+, Stop*

1

+, -, *, /

2

Ephemerals

0

Description
Set the iterator to the
first/last surface.
Iterate
to
the
next/previous surface.
Add 0.1 × ∆ × input
to the surface curvature/distance valuea .
Multiply the surface
curvature/distance
value with 1.0 + input.
Add to/multiply the
stop
location
value
(as with the curvature/distance).
Add, subtract, multiply,
or divide two floatingpoint numbers.
Randomly
generated
constants in [−1, 1].

Figure 7: Raw System Used for Lens System Design
with GP

Table 6: Parameters of the Raw System Used for Lens
System Design with GP
Radius Thickness Aperture Glass
0.0
50.0
80.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
80.0
air
0.0
50.0
80.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
80.0
air
0.0
50.0
80.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
80.0
air
0.0
50.0
80.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
80.0
air
(Bold surface is the aperture stop.)

a

The ∆ term represents the maximum value for the corresponding variable. For curvature ∆ = 0.04, for distance
∆ = 250, and for stop location ∆ = 1000 (see Table 1).

lens system fitness is calculated. The fitness measure
is the same as the one used for GA evolutions.
Two different approaches were applied to solve the
monochromatic quartet problem with GP. Firstly, we
tried the re-engineering of good solutions by using solutions obtained with GA as initial lens systems for the
evolving process. Secondly, we tried the re-engineering
using a raw lens system made of four “lenses” of zero
curvature (see Figure 7 and Table 6). With this approach, the capacity of the GP to design a lens system
from scratch is evaluated.
Using GP this way is interesting because the representation isolates the genotype from the phenotype
(Gruau, 1994; Koza et al., 1999). The evolved programs (the genotypes) modify the initial lens system
to spawn better ones (the phenotypes).
Again, preliminary tests were made to find adequate
evolution parameters (see Table 7). For the raw system as a starting point, 16 differents runs were conducted, while 8 runs were made for the re-engineering
of each of the 5 lens system designs selected from the
GA results. The chosen GA designs are a representative set of results with GA, i.e. we chose some bad,
good and very good lens systems in order to compare

the re-engineering in each case. Each evolution needed
an average of 36 hours for design and 3 hours for reengineering on a single Athlon 1.2 GHz processor.

8

RESULTS USING GP

Table 8 presents the best GP re-engineering results
for the 5 chosen GA solutions. Note that the best
GA design (GA-1) is still the best result after the GP
re-engineering, with a RMS blur spot of 0.0016 mm.
This overall best result is 34% better than the best
1990 ILDC design. Table 9 presents the parameters
of this overall best lens system. For all the best GP
re-engineering, the topology remains unchanged from
the initial lens system. This indicates that the GP
re-engineering is probably doing a local search.
For the GP re-engineering using the raw system as
starting point (design from scratch), the best result
was an RMS blur spot of 0.0039 mm, which is 60%
worse than the best 1990 ILDC design. The corresponding design is presented in Figure 8 and Table 10.
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Table 7: Evolution Parameters with GP
Evolution parameter
Value
Population size
5×1000
Migration type
Unidirectional ring
Number of migrants
10
Number of generations
1000 (re-engineering)
5000 (design)
Crossover probability
0.9
Swap mutation probability
0.5
Participants to tournament
3
selection
Initial tree height
[4, 7]
Maximum tree height
20

Table 9: Parameters of the Best Re-Engineering Design Found with GP
Radius Thickness Aperture Glass
194.6968
173.638
160.0
BK7
101.5659
207.496
160.0
air
68.9403
24.829
35.0
BK7
42.8546
2.42726
25.0
air
70.8426
44.7725
25.0
BK7
0.0
51.2809
12.210297 BK7
-72.0648
34.6571
40.0
air
66.4712
31.4814
40.0
BK7
948.4696
21.9564
40.0
air
(Bold surface is the aperture stop.)

Table 8: Best Results Obtained with GP (ReEngineering)
Case
GA-1
GA-2
GA-3
GA-4
GA-5

Original
RMS (mm)
0.0019
0.0084
0.0187
0.0308
0.0909

Re-engineered
RMS (mm)
0.0016
0.0071
0.0139
0.0105
0.0843

RMS
Shift
-14%
-16%
-25%
-66%
-7.3%
Figure 8: Best Design Found with GP (Using the Raw
System as Starting Point)

9

DISCUSSION

Results show that GA and GP are capable of high
quality lens system design. Indeed, they have spawn
comparable or even better solutions (in terms of RMS
blur spot) than the best designs presented by human
experts. Thus they meet one of the criteria for humancompetitiveness in evolutionary computations (Koza
et al., 2000).

with GP, we intentionally restricted the search in the
initial system neighborhood. This has probably disfavored the convergence toward optimums that were
situated far from the starting point.

The best obtained result, however, has a topology that
differs significantly from the two best system classes
presented at the 1990 ILDC. Thus, the evolving process has probably discovered a new optimum topology
class for the monochromatic quartet problem. The
best obtained RMS blur spots with GA design and
GP re-engineering are respectively 23% and 34% better than the best previously reported human result
(1990 ILDC).

For future works, we plan to experiment with an hybrid GA-GP approach, to benefit from the capacity
of GA to optimize numerical parameters, using a GP
variable length representation. We also plan to use a
multi-objective merit function using different types of
Seidel aberrations (see (O’Shea, 1985) for details) and
lens costs as evolving criteria. Furthermore, we could
use a database of existing commercial lenses, with associated prices to simulate real life design situations.

The search space in lens system design is very complex
and comprises correlations between the different parameters. This makes the lens system design difficult
with GA because good schemes of parameters that are
far together on the bit string are likely to be destroyed
by the crossover operation. For the lens system design

We will also study more deeply the re-engineering of
good solutions for lens system design and for other
applicative contexts. We will try to develop methods
that make good compromises between local and global
optimization, to enable sufficient search space exploration that facilitates the discovery of the best solu-

10

FUTURE WORKS
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Table 10: Parameters of the Best Design Found with
GP (Using the Raw System as Starting Point)
Radius Thickness Aperture Glass
318.8959
47.4182
117.0
BK7
131.18
47.9761
117.0
air
298.4896
102.302
100.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
100.0
air
135.1501
50.0
75.0
BK7
0.0
50.0
75.0
air
62.973
51.5426
35.0
BK7
0.0
49.1266
7.029558
BK7
334.1364
9.3196
35.0
air
(Bold surface is the aperture stop.)

tions. Finally, we expect to integrate cultural evolving
aspects (Spector and Luke, 1996) to define new generic
evolutionary way of proceeding for re-engineering.
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A Modified Compact Genetic Algorithm for the Intrinsic Evolution
of Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks
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Abstract
In the past, we have extrinsically evolved continuous
time recurrent neural networks (CTRNNs) to control
physical processes. Currently, we are seeking to create
intrinsic CTRNN devices that combine a hardware genetic algorithm engine on the same chip with
reconfigurable analog VLSI neurons. A necessary step
in this process is to identify a genetic algorithm that is
both amenable to hardware implementation and is sufficiently powerful to effectively search CTRNN spaces.
In this paper, we will propose and test several variations of the compact genetic algorithm (CGA) for
searching these spaces. We will then benchmark the
best variant using the De Jong functions, outline a
hardware implementation, and discuss future plans to
develop an integrated evolvable hardware device controller.

1. INTRODUCTION
The author has proposed the use of Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks (CTRNNs) as an enabling
paradigm for evolving analog electrical circuits. In previous work we focused almost exclusively on extrinsically
evolved CTRNNs that were created in simulation and only
later implemented in hardware. We are currently interested
in producing intrinsic CTRNN devices that evolve online
as they are controlling physical processes. We feel that a
necessary step in achieving this goal is to combine reconfigurable analog CTRNNs and a hardware evolutionary
search engine onto a single VLSI device. Half of the
problem, the feasibility of implementing CTRNNs in
analog VLSI, has been addressed elsewhere [Gallagher and
Fiore, 2000]. This paper will address the feasibility of
searching CTRNN spaces with hardware based genetic algorithm that can be fabricated on the same chip with
reconfigurable CTRNN hardware.

Saranyan Vigraham
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Wright State University, Dayton OH 45435-0001
svigraha@cs.wright.edu

Several hardware based evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have
been proposed in recent years [Kajitani, T., et.al., 1998]
[Scott and Seth, 1995] [Yoshida and Yasuoka., 1999] One
in particular, the Compact Genetic Algorithm (CGA)
[Harik, Lobo, and Goldberg 1999] is especially well suited
for efficient hardware implementation using common VLSI
techniques [Aporntewan and Chongstitvatana, 2001]. The
Compact Genetic algorithm, however, is a very weak evolutionary algorithm -- only equivalent to a first-order simple
GA with uniform crossover and tournament selection [Harik,
Lobo, and Goldberg 1999]. Although it is well suited to
efficient hardware implementation, the standard CGA is not
powerful enough to effectively evolve practical CTRNN
device controllers. This paper will propose several simple
variations of the CGA designed to increase the effectiveness
of the search with respect to CTRNN devices. We will test
the performance of the standard CGA and our variants
against a benchmark locomotion control problem and show
that, with simple modifications that do not significantly
complicate hardware implementation, we can effectively
evolve effective CTRNN control devices. Further, we will
demonstrate that the performance of our modified CGA is,
for this problem, superior to the simple genetic algorithms
we have employed in the past.

2. THE BENCHMARK PROBLEM
Our benchmark problem is the control of legged locomotion
in a simple, single-legged artificial agent. For the agent to
walk, the leg must alternate swing and stance phases. A
swing begins with the leg in its full backward position (at
negative leg angle range limit) and the foot raised in the air.
Then the leg rotates clockwise to swing the foot forward. A
stance begins by placing the foot of a fully forward leg on
the ground. Then the leg rotates counterclockwise to propel
the body forward. Figure 1 shows the agent at the beginning of a stance phase. The leg contains three effectors and
one sensor that returns the leg’s angular position in radians.
One effector governs the state of the foot (FT) and the other
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3. COMPACT GENETIC ALGORITHM
In a compact genetic algorithm [Harik, Lobo, and Goldberg,
1999], the population is represented by a probability vector
that codes the chance that each bit in an individual will be a
one or a zero. Each generation is a single tournament between two individuals randomly generated from the global
probability vector. The probabilities governing each bit are
adjusted according to the result of the tournament. Tournaments are run until the probability vector converges. The
basic CGA can be summarized as follows:

direction of travel

π

−π

6

6

-1.0

1. Initialize probability vector
for i:=1 to l do p[i]=0.5

Figure 1: The Single Legged Agent

two generate clockwise (BS) and counter-clockwise torques
(FS) about the leg’s single joint with the body. The torques
about each joint are summed, and depending on the state of
the foot will either translate the body forward (foot down) or
rotate the leg about its joint (foot up). Each leg has a limited range of angular motion (±π/6 radians - corresponds to
the light gray wedge in Figure 1). A supporting leg may
stretch outside of this range, but provides no transitional
forces when doing so. The leg may not stretch outside an
absolute limit (±1 radians - corresponds to the dark gray
wedge in Figure 1). This behavior is intended to model the
reduced ability of a hyper-extended leg to provide propulsion.
When the leg is lifted from the ground, the agent "falls" and
its velocity is immediately set to zero.
The agent’s behavior is controlled by a fully connected continuous time recurrent neural network (CTRNN) [Beer,
1995] with the following state equation:

τi

N
dyi
= − yi + ∑ w jiσ ( yi + θ i )
dt
j =1

where y is the state of each neuron, τ is its time constant,
w ji is the strength of the connection from the jth to the ith
−x
neuron, θ is a bias term, and σ ( x ) = 1 /(1 + e ) is the
standard logistic activation function. States were initialized
to uniform random numbers in the range ±0.1 and circuits
were integrated using the forward Euler method with an integration step size of 0.1. In each evolved CTRNN, three
units are motor neurons and provide control efforts to the
forward swing (FS) and backward swing (BS) and FOOT
(also called FT). The remaining neurons in each leg controller have no pre-specified role. For the experiments reported
in this paper, the controlling CTRNNs receive no sensory
input from the outside world.

2. Generate two individuals from the vector
a := generate(p);
b := generate(p);
3. Let them compete
winner, loser := evaluate(a,b);
4. Update the probability vector toward the better
one
for i := 1 to l do
if winner[i] <> loser[i] then
if winner[i] = 1 then p[i] +=1/n
else p[1] -= 1/n
5. Check if the probability vector has converged
for i = 1 to l do
if p[i] > 0 and p[i] < 1 then
goto step 2
6. P represents the final solution
In the above description, l represents the number of bits in
the genome and n represents the size of the simulated population. In this paper, we will systematically consider two
modifications to the basic CGA. These are:
a)

Elitism
We will implement elitism (the best individual seen to
date stays in the population) by modifying step 2 of the
basic CGA so that only the “losing” contestant of each
tournament is randomly generated at the beginning of
the next tournament. This ensures the best individual
seen to date remains in consideration. We may more
formally state this modification by rewriting step 2 of
the standard CGA as follows:
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2) Generate one individual from the vector
if fitness(a) > fitness(b) then
b = generate(p);
else
a = generate(p);

b) Mutation
We will implement mutation by adding a secondary
tournament to each cycle that compares the performance
of the current elite string with a mutated version of itself. If the mutated version wins, it replaces the old
champion as the elite string for the next tournament.
The bit positions that changed also have their probabilities returned to 0.5, or some other user selected value.
Our implementation of mutation presumes elitism. We
can more formally describe this modification by altering
step 2 as described above and adding a new step as follows:
4.5) Mutate Champ and Evaluate
if fitness(a) > fitness(b)
{ c = mutate(a);
evaluate(c);
if fitness(c)>fitness(a) then
{ a = c;
prob_fix(p);
}
}
else
{ c = mutate(b);
evaluate(c);
if fitness(c) > fitness(b) then
{ b = c;
prob_fix(p);
}
}

The prob_fix() routine resets p[x] to 0.5 for every
position x that was mutated. Heuristically, this is
meant to represent the fact that a mutation in that position seems like a good idea, but that we don’t want to
commit to it completely. Rather, we want to remain
undecided (there’s a fifty percent chance of either bit setting occurring) and let a history of evaluations
determine which way that bit position should be set.
It should be noted that with the introduction of mutation, CGA convergence can no longer be guaranteed.
One must modify the end condition appropriately, perhaps by setting a maximum number of tournaments to
be run.
In later sections of this paper, we will refer to the standard
CGA simply as “CGA”. We will refer to a CGA with the
elitism modification as “eCGA”. We will refer to a CGA

Search Type
CGA
ECGA
MCGA

Yield
0%
33.7%
71.0%

Avg. Perform
0%
89.0%
92.9%

Table 1: Relative Performances of CGA Variants
Yield shows the percentage of runs that resulted in a
CTRNN controller that was at least 80% of optimal. Avg.
Performance shows the mean of the performances of all
controllers that achieved better than 80% of optimal. Note
that both the yield and relative quality is greater for mCGA
than for eCGA. Also note that the standard CGA is totally
ineffective for this problem.

with both the elitism and mutation modifications as the
“modified CGA”, or the “mCGA”.

4. PRELIMINARY COMPARISON
OF CGA VARIATIONS
Our first set of experiments was designed to compare the
relative efficacy of the three variations on the CGA described
above. For these experiments, the parameter settings of a
five neuron, fully connected CTRNN were encoded on a bit
string genome using eight bits per parameter. Values were
encoded as fixed-point binary numbers and were simply concatenated into a single string. For five neuron CTRNNs,
there were 40 parameters resulting in a bit string of length
320. The fitness of a particular CTRNN was the amount of
distance it caused the agent to walk in a fixed amount of
time. No special scaling was applied to the fitness. One
hundred three (103) searches each were run using CGA,
eCGA, and mCGA. We found that the CGA failed terribly.
Not one of the 103 runs of the CGA produced an agent capable of locomotion. Approximately 34% of the runs of
eCGA produced agents capable of walking at a speed of at
least 80% of optimal. 71% of the runs of mCGA produced
agents capable of walking at a speed of at least 80% optimal. These results are summarized in Table 1. For this
benchmark CTRNN search problem, mCGA is clearly superior. Further, mCGA compares very well to the simple
genetic algorithm. Previous results using the simple GA
for the same problem produced a yield of approximately 75%
and an average performance of 91.1% of optimal.

5. mCGA and the CTRNN Benchmark
The preliminary benchmark results of the last section suggest that, of the CGA variants discussed, mCGA is the best
suited to searching CTRNN spaces. Further, those benchmarks suggest that mCGA is, for searching CTRNN spaces,
at least as effective as the standard simple genetic algorithm.
Our second set of experiments was aimed at producing a
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Arch Set
CPG3
CPG4
CPG5
CPG6
CPG7
CPG8
CPG9
CPG10
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Parameters
18
28
40
54
70
88
108
130

Bit Length
144
224
320
432
560
704
864
1040

mCGA Yield
38.8%
61.2%
71.0%
79.0%
84.5%
87.9%
91.3%
87.3%

sGA Yield
40.4%
66.3%
74.5%
65.4%
63.3%
64.7%
57.0%
59.8%

mCGA Avg
88.8%
90.3%
92.9%
92.2%
92.6%
94.4%
93.2%
93.8%

sGA Avg
89.1%
91.9%
93.2%
93.0%
92.0%
89.9%
88.9%
88.8%

Table 2: mCGA vs. Simple Genetic Algorithm for Varying Search Space Sizes
Yield and avg. performances are as defined in Table 1. mCGA refers to the CGA with mutation and elitism. sGA refers to a standard simple genetic algorithm. Mann-Whitney tests show no significant differences in either yield or average performance up
through CPG5. After CPG5, both yields and average performances drop off sharply and significantly for the standard genetic
algorithm, while both yield and average performance hold steady for mCGA at least up through CTRNNs of nine neurons.

more detailed picture of the efficacy of mCGA in searching
CTRNN spaces.
Approximately 100 GA searches were run over each of eight
architecture sets. The base architectures searched were 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 neuron fully-connected CTRNNs. The
purpose of these tests as to examine how well mCGA scaled
to more difficult searches. The results of these experiments,
as well as the results of previously reported applications of
the simple genetic algorithm to the same problems [Gallagher, 1998], are shown in Table 2. mCGA runs were
limited to a maximum of 100,000 tournaments to ensure
that approximately the same number of candidate evaluations were made in both mCGA and simple genetic
algorithm experiments. In terms of either the quality of solutions or yield of successful solutions, there is no
significant difference between the simple GA and mCGA for
small CTRNNs. However, there is a significant difference
in both yield and quality of solution for CTRNNs of six or
more neurons. The simple genetic algorithm simply can
not cope with longer bit strings, while the mCGA seems
quite capable of searching these larger spaces.
The reason for the relatively poor yields of CPG3 networks
has been identified and discussed extensively in other works
[Beer, Chiel, and Gallagher; 1999][Chiel, Beer, and Gallagher; 1999]. In short, three-neuron CTRNNs lack
sufficiently many degrees of freedom to properly solve the
locomotion problem. The relative scarcity of three-neuron
solutions increases the difficulty of the search. It also puts
a cap on the maximum effectiveness of the solutions
evolved. Our data shows that mCGA performs no worse
than the simple GA in the face of these difficulties. Preliminary experiments with single elimination tournaments
in the mCGA, however, show an increase in the yields of
CPG3s to 68%. We are currently engaged in further experimentation to better characterize this surprising
phenomenon.

6. mCGA and the De Jong Test Functions
mCGA was developed against a specific CTRNN benchmark problem. During that development, we saw that
though both the addition of elitism and mutation were useful, it was the addition of mutation that seemed to provide
the most benefit. Both as a means of evaluating the effect
of differing mutation rates and as means of evaluating the
mCGA against standard benchmarks, we tested it against
the De Jong test functions [De Jong, 1975]. We ran 100
mCGA searches for each of the five De Jong test functions
for bitwise mutation rates of 0.0, 0.5, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.20.
Each objective function parameter was coded with same
precision and range as in De Jong’s thesis. Because mCGA
as formulated above doesn’t converge for higher mutation
rates, we capped the number of generations at 100,000 to be
consistent with the CTRNN benchmarks previously discussed. Simulated population size was set to 100 for
similar consistency with the CTRNN benchmarks.
mCGA always succeeded in finding the global optimal for
De Jong F1. This is perhaps not surprising, as the unimodal and symmetric F1 represents a very easy
optimization problem. We did note, however, that for F1,
small mutation rates allowed for faster searching. On average, mCGA found the F1 global optimal after about 672
generations with a mutation rate of 0.0. With a mutation
rate of 0.05, this was halved to about 332 generations.
Higher rates, resulted in delayed appearances of the optimal.
At mutation rates of 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 it took on average
537, 1589, and 13363 generations respectively to find the
global optimal.
Figure 2 shows the average scores, based on 100 runs, of
the best solutions found for De Jong F2, F3, F4, and F5 for
the same bitwise mutation rates listed above. Note that for
F2, F3, and F5, increased mutation leads to an increased
chance of finding the optimal. Also note, however, that
just like with F1, increasing the mutation also increases the
number of generations, on average, that one needs to wait
for the optimal to appear. F4 behaves differently. A little
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Figure 2: Average Errors Attained on De Jong F2 - F5
For each graph, the y-axis shows the average final error attained based on 100 runs. In all cases, the bottom tick on the y-axis
represents the lowest attainable error score. The x-axis shows setting of the mCGA bitwise mutation rate.

mutation helps, but increasing it too much results in a degradation of the quality of solutions found. F4 is a simple
unimodal function with gaussian noise and is meant to test
how well an optimization algorithm deals with noisy objective functions. In the simple genetic algorithm, a mutation
of an individual that received a deceptively good score by
random chance would be likely to drop out of the population eventually. We would expect it would not receive
deceptively good scores sufficiently often to allow it to
spread through the population. mCGA, however, simulates
a mutated individual having spread widely into the population instantaneously by modifying the probability vector
that simulates the population. In a sense, the momentum
effects provided by having a real population are not present
in mCGA, and we could therefore expect it to be quite easily tricked by deceptive evaluations of individuals. This
effect is magnified as we allow more mutation events to
occur in a search. We will discuss possible fixes to this
problem later in this paper.

7. A Proposed Hardware Implementation
A design for a hardware implementation of the compact
genetic algorithm is in the literature [Aporntewan and
Chongstitvatana, 2001]. A hardware implementation of our
mCGA is not much more difficult to achieve. In this section, we will outline one possible hardware implementation
of the mCGA. We will present a data path that supports all
the operations needed to implement the mCGA as described
in section three of this paper. We will also provide a qualitative description of the actions that an on-chip
microcontroller needs to take to implement the mCGA.
A proposed data path is provided in Figure 3. The design is
similar to that in [Aporntewan and Chongstitvatana, 2001],
but contains additional machinery to implement elitism and
mutation. The bit probability for a genome position as well
as bits for that position for two candidates are held in a
number of “bit modules”. In figure 3, two bit modules are
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Figure 3: Sample Data Path for the mCGA
A sample data path capable of implementing the mCGA in hardware. Components are defined in the text. Bold gray lines are N
bit busses where N is the number of bits in the genome. For large genomes, these wide busses can be replaced with serialized
communication channels.

shown enclosed in gray boxes and labeled 0 and 1. Larger
genomes can be implemented by adding additional modules
as needed. The components in the data path are defined as
follows:
RNG : A random number generator. When activated, this
device will generate a random eight-bit number

FEV : The Function Evaluator. This is hardware that provides an error score for the bit pattern supplied to it.
This hardware could be on chip or it could obtain the
error evaluation with off-chip circuitry. We encode
the error score as an F bit number.
MR :

Mutation Register. This device acts like a normal
register except that it mutates bits according to a
user specified mutation rate.

RF:

Register File. A simple register file that stores the
F bit errors for the “top” and “bottom” candidates
stored in the bit modules.

CMP : A standard multibit comparator
PRB : The probability register. This register contains an
eight bit value that encodes the probability of that
bit position is a 1. The device also has control lines
that allow incrementing, decrementing, or setting
the probability to 0.5.
BUF : A 2x1 memory device. A select line allows one to
load a bit into the “top” or “bottom” bit position.
This device is used to hold bit values at a position
for the two candidates under consideration.
E:

E is a one bit register that encodes which of the two
bits stored in each BUF (top or bottom) is part of
the current “elite individual.

MUX : Standard multibit multiplexers. Shown in the data
path as unlabeled trapezoids.

The mCGA would be implemented by augmenting the data
path with a microcontroller that would complete the following operations.
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1.

The Probability Registers (PRBs) are set to hold their
initial probabilities of 0.5. All registers and buffers are
zeroed.

2.

Each RNG generates a random number. This value is
compared with the contents of the corresponding PRB.
Each CMP produces a 1 if the generated random number
is less than the probability and a zero if it is greater.
Each generated bit in each of the bit modules is written
into the “top” slot of the buffer (BUF). The E bit,
which was cleared in step one, designates the “top” slot
as holding the current elite individual.

3.

Step 2 is repeated, except this time the bits generated by
each comparator are stored in the “bottom” slots of each
BUF.
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to evolve CTRNN controllers. However, by making simple
modifications that do not require major increases in the
number of gates necessary to implement the CGA in hardware, we can produce a modified CGA that competes well
with the simple genetic algorithm. In fact, we have shown
that our modified CGA, for this problem, is actually provides superior search performance for approximately the
same computational cost. Additionally, we have shown
mCGA, for the most part, performs well on the five De
Jong test functions. Where it performs less well, specifically on randomized error functions, we have identified the
problem and are in a position to fix it. These results alone
are significant. At least as significant, however, are the
interesting questions raised by these results

4.

One at a time, all the bits in the top buffers are routed
to the FEV module. Each string is evaluated and the F
bit errors are stored in the “top” and “bottom” slots of
the register file.

5.

The errors sent from the register file to a comparator.
The identity of the best score (top encoded as zero, bottom encoded as 1) is sent back to and stored into the E
bit. We now know which of the two initially generated
individuals is the better.

6.

All the bits making up the current elite individual are
routed into the mutation register, creating a mutated
version of the current best individual.

First, we expected that unmodified CGA would not be able
to search CTRNN spaces effectively. We also expected that
with appropriate modification, we would be able to make
CGA work without incurring a great penalty in hardware
cost. We did not expect that the modified CGA would outperform methods previously employed. We intend to
carefully study our modified CGA to determine exactly why
we observed this improved performance. We formulated our
modifications based on our experience about what works for
evolving CTRNNs. Did, however, we stumble on something that searches other spaces well too? We intend to
answer this question by applying the mCGA to difficult
search problems outside of our target problem domain. If
more universally successful, we will more carefully and
formally analyze the algorithm.

7.

The bits making up the mutated candidate string are
routed to a FEV. The error resulting error score is
compared with the previously computed error score of
the best (taken from the register file). If the mutated individual is better, all the bits from the mutation register
are copied into their corresponding bit modules into the
currently elite buffer slots. The PRBs inside of bit
modules corresponding to bits that changed are also instructed to reset to hold a probability of 0.5.

Second, the introduction of single elimination tournaments,
unlike the other modifications we proposed, does somewhat
increase the number of gates required for hardware implementation. Tournaments are, therefore, somewhat less
attractive for our stated problem domain. However, that we
have already observed a significant gain in yield for the difficult CPG3 problem is interesting. We intend to study the
tournament modification more carefully in the future. It
may be the case that increases in effective yield might be
well worth the increased hardware costs.

8.

Each RNG generates a random number, which is compared with the corresponding PRB to generate a bit as
described in step two. Each new bit is written into the
NON ELITE slot in each bit buffer (BUF).

9.

If our end condition is not met, go to step 4.

Third, the single-leg CPG problem was not chosen arbitrarily. It happens to be the best studied, and because the
controller may not make use of sensory feedback, one of the
more challenging, locomotion control problems we have
considered to date. This makes it a reasonable initial
benchmark of mCGA efficacy. We need, however, to apply
the search method to a wider variety of CTRNN control
problems. Initial results are very encouraging. We have
successfully used mCGAs to evolve hexapod locomotion
controllers and controllers correcting arrhythmia in simulated human hearts. These results also represent important
verifications against prior work. However, we desire to be
careful and ensure that all our results possess a high degree
of statistical significance. Therefore, we need to run more
experiments against these other problems before we have
enough instances to report more than anecdotally on wider
success.

8. Conclusions and Discussion
We desire to combine reconfigurable analog neurons and a
hardware-based genetic algorithm into a single device to be
used to control and regulate physical processes. For our
application, compact size is vital. The CGA is particularly
amenable to implementation using standard VLSI techniques
and would result in extremely compact circuitry. The CGA,
however, is known to be a weak search method. We have
shown that the unmodified CGA is not sufficiently powerful
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Fourth, we have extensively studied the neural dynamical
principles underlying the operation of CTRNN locomotion
controllers evolved using the simple genetic algorithm
[Beer, Chiel, and Gallagher, 1999][Chiel, Gallagher, and
Beer, 1999]. We have yet to rigorously study the principles
underlying the operations of the mCGA produced controllers. One would expect them to operate using similar
principles -- however, we have three mCGA produced
CPG3’s that seem to defy explanation using the dynamical
systems techniques previously developed. Analysis of these
devices is under way. The differences in the resulting products may reveal that the mCGA is searching a portion of
CTRNN space difficult for previous methods to reach. The
nature of the “difficult to reach space” may provide important clues on why our modifications work so well and
perhaps, suggest additional modifications that might help
us search CTRNN spaces more reliably.
In the future, we intend to expand and optimize the hardware mCGA. This should be a fairly straightforward task
and we expect to have completely validated designs very
shortly.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the marriage of
the mCGA and reconfigurable CTRNN hardware is likely to
produce compact, capable EH chips. In addition to providing an important feasibility result, we have also opened
several interesting new lines of inquiry that will likely provide equally interesting results as they are pursued. Our
mCGA is almost certainly well suited to CTRNN-EH, and
may be adaptable to other EH efforts as well.
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Abstract
One of the key areas in which evolvable hardware
has been shown to excel is in achieving robust
analogue and digital electronics. In this paper
this domain is investigated further by manipulation of the digital abstraction. Some of the strict
requirements of digital gates are relaxed in order to increase the complexity of the functionality available to evolution in order to evolve fault
tolerant designs. Results from extrinsic evolution of a 2-by-2 bit multiplier, based on CMOS
technology under various noise and fault conditions, illustrate the suitability of the messy gate
methodology used herein for evolution of a fault
tolerant design.

1 INTRODUCTION
Silicon is not a truly reliable technology. However, by using a digital abstraction we obtain a more robust platform
against signal variation and noise whilst sacrificing much
intrinsic complexity. That is, above and below the digital
thresholds we are not concerned with signal variations.
Each gate and its connections plays a crucial role in the
overall behaviour of a digital circuit. Unforeseen events
can easily prevent proper operation of a regular digital design. Why is this? The digital abstraction assumes that
the technology will always operate within the specifications
laid down by the abstraction mechanism and since silicon is
not a truly reliable technology, deviations may be expected.
A number of noteworthy efforts have already been conducted within fault detection and repair based on the
principles of biological development. In the embryology work conducted at York [OT99] and Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) [MSST00], experiments have been conducted using FPGAs with extended
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Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) to contain a complete
genotype of the circuit. Through repeated cell divisions, a
circuit develops from a single cell into a full-grown phenotype. An interesting approach was taken in [BOST00]
where principles of biological immune systems were
adopted to attain fault-tolerance. Work on achieving tolerance to temperature changes includes [TL00] and [SKZ01].
Inherent fault tolerance is present if the design is able to
continue its operation undisturbed by fault inducing events
without the need for explicit mechanisms for fault detection and recovery. This may be achieved by robust ways
of computation or by an underlying fault-detection and repair from within the technology. The work of Haddow and
van Remortel [HvR01] considered possibilities for achieving fault detection and repair from within the technology
as well as more fault tolerant ways of distributing digital designs onto the technology based on the amorphous
computing concept [Aea99]. Hounsell and Arslan [HA01]
have developed a fault tolerant hardware platform for the
automated design of multiplier-less digital filters. Tyrrell
et al [THS01] have used evolutionary strategies to achieve
redundancy thus providing inherent fault tolerance in the
design.
The approach described herein uses the concept of messy
gates [MH01a]. The messy gate concept may be said to be
a fault tolerant methodology rather than fault detection and
repair methodology. This tolerance is a tolerance to a less
reliable technology. It may not only tolerate less than perfect gates but in fact uses evolution to exploit this messiness
i.e. non perfect digital signals. Other work which exploited
features of the technology includes the work of Thompson [Tho96]. Here the focus was not so much on fault tolerance but more towards achieving unique solutions to difficult problems and, as such, illustrating the power of evolution. Messy gates are able to operate in analogue voltage
levels that are outside the normal digital scope. In addition, the analogue outputs of the messy gates are allowed
to propagate through the circuit.
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Circuit designs are evolved using messy gates as their components. As in nature, evolution is not prone to designs
where every part is required for satisfactory behaviour, but
rather to distributed designs where no single point is crucial. Fault tolerance emerges through the abstraction mechanism as its functionality is exploited by evolution.
Earlier work of Miller and Hartmann [MH01a, MH01b] on
the messy gates approach may be said to be a proof of concept. That is, the model did not take into account any particular technology but more investigated the possibility of
exploiting non-perfect digital gates to achieve fault tolerance. This work showed promising results and, as such, the
model has been extended to a technology specific model.
This paper presents the new model, simulator and the results of experimentation.
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rise behaviour of the digital gates. Sigmoid functions
for each gate type were individually tuned to approximate
behaviour shown in SPICE simulations. For instance, a
NOR gate was simulated in SPICE showing a behaviour
as shown in Figure 2. Using a sigmoid function this was
approximated in our model as shown in Figure 3. Approximations were subject to some limitations due to the fact
that a look-up table replaced a full sigmoid function in order to speed up simulations. The size of this table was limited to 64 KB, in order to allow it to fit into the first level
cache of most modern processors. It should be noted that
the smoothness displayed in Figure 3 is only the core part
of the gate model, and more noisy behaviour like the one in
Figure 2 is likely to be displayed as noise is added.

The model for the messy gates and the simulator that was
developed are described in section 2. In section 3, the evolutionary algorithm is explained. Section 4 describes the
experiments and section 5 gives a discussion of the results.
In section 6 we present some ideas for future work and section 7 presents our conclusions.

2 MESSY GATES AND THE SIMULATOR
ENVIRONMENT

A sigmoid function was used to approximate the fall and
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The simulator is based on observations made during analogue simulation of digital gates in Simulation Program
for Integrated Circuits Emphasis (SPICE). Each gate was
modelled at the transistor level including various error
sources. Figure 1 shows the model of a NOR gate
which was provided to the SPICE simulator. As shown,
the model incorporates three noise generators (F GEN 1
through F GEN 3), several capacitances (C 1 through C 3),
current leaks (R1 and R2), and output load (LOAD).
NAND, NOR, NOT, MUX and NMUX (multiplexor with
one input inverted) gates were simulated at analogue 5V
CMOS transistor level whilst being exposed to different
configurations of capacitances, resistances and noise. For
the purpose of the experiments herein, only the MUX and
NMUX gates were used.

Figure 1: SPICE transistor level layout of NOR gate

0,90

Introduced in [MH01a] and elaborated in [MH01b], messy
gates is an approach which removes some of the digital abstraction and investigates the impact on evolution of circuits using these gates to achieve fault tolerance. While
earlier work is based on an abstraction level not close to
a specific hardware technology, this paper introduces a
model of messy gates which is very close to one technology, specifically Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS). The model is parameterised and can be
tuned to different semiconductor technologies.

Figure 2: SPICE simulation of NOR gate
The current simulator focuses on internal faults of types
stuck-at errors, floating outputs and partly random output,
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model e.g. thermal noise, radiation, power supply noise,
component variance and cross talk. The errors and noise of
this abstracted model is not directly related to the errors of
the transistor model, but are present to achieve a behaviour
similar to that shown by the transistor model. The simulator currently supports feed-forward networks and realization details such as routing and layout are ignored.
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Figure 3: Model approximation of NOR gate

in addition to supporting induced signal noise. Input or output stuck-at errors cover the cases of short-circuit to power
or ground and certain cases of inter-signal short-circuits.
Floating output errors covers the case where the output is
completely random, while partly random output covers the
case where the output is correct for one logical value while
random for the other logical value e.g. logical 1 is represented as 1 whilst logical 0 is represented as a random
number from 0 to 1. The simulator uses a real number internal representation within the range 0 to 1, to represent
the CMOS voltage range of 0 to 5 volts.
The transistor layout used in SPICE simulations allows
analogue signals to propagate through gates and there is no
explicit mechanism for pulling the output signal to either
a completely high or low state e.g. a push-pull stage. As
shown in Figure 3, the sigmoid behaviour will allow propagation of analogue signals and yet be biased towards the
digital endpoints of the analogue scale (the real numbers 0
and 1 in simulation). The model provides evolution with
the possibility to exploit this non-digital feature to achieve
more robustness in evolved designs.
The resulting gate model used in the simulator is illustrated
in Figure 4. E1 , E2 and E3 generate one of the supported
errors (stuck-at, floating outputs or partly random output)
or let the signal propagate through without error. The probability of error is preset as a parameter, whilst the type of
error is random with equal probability for each of the four
possible faults. F is the sigmoid function approximated
to the real behaviour of the corresponding gate in SPICE.
Finally, the output noise N is superimposed on the signal
to approximate errors that are not explicitly a part of the

E1 : Input error
E2 : Input error

F : Function generator
E3 : Output error

N : Noise

Figure 4: Generic 2-input gate

3 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
The algorithm used is a (1+) evolutionary strategy with
neutral genetic drift. That is, a generation consists of the
best individual from the former generation and mutations
of it. Neutral drift is obtained when in the case of equal
fitness amongst the best individuals, one not from the former generation is selected. The work of Vassilev and Miller
[VM00] illustrates the advantage of this approach.
The target solution is defined simply via its truth table and
the number of inputs and outputs. Under fitness evaluation,
every circuit is subject to the complete set of possible inputs and a selection of noise and fault vectors. The outputs
generated by the circuit are compared to the target solution
truth table and any analogue output values are clamped to
their closest digital value for comparability.
The fitness function used is expressed in Equation 1. A
circuit C (individual) is tested against the target truth table
(T ) a number of times (T P I ) under different environments.
Noise and fault probabilities are used to generate the different environments m for each test.
The average of all tests is computed to yield a penalty for
the number of incorrect output vectors. Another term (Gc 
Gp ) penalises the number of gates. Finally, these terms
are subtracted from the maximum obtainable fitness Max
to yield a fitness score in the range 0 to the total number of
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nature
input
input
input
input
gate
gate
gate
gate
gate (o)
gate (o)
gate (o)
gate (o)

label
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

select

0
2
5
2
7
8
4
3

type

input A

MUX
MUX
NMUX
MUX
MUX
MUX
MUX
MUX

input B

0
2
0
2
7
5
7
4

The focus of these experiments is to discover the influence
of noise and gate failures on evolution of messy circuits.
2-by-2 bit multipliers were evolved using the algorithm
described in section 3 and the model and simulator environment defined in section 2. Only gates of type MUX
and multiplexors with one input inverted, NMUX, were
made available to evolution to maintain comparability with
[MH01a, MH01b].

3
0
1
1
4
6
6
1

Figure 5: Example genotype of a 4 inputs, 4 outputs circuit
output vectors in the target truth table minus 1 e.g. 24 1 in
the case of the 2-by-2 bit multiplier. Thus, the range of the
fitness of the 2-by-2 bit multipliers described in section 4
is 0 to 15.

F

=

Max

F
Max
TPI
diff ()
Cm
T
Gc
Gp

PT P I diff (C
n=1

TPI

m

;T)

+ Gc

 Gp

4 PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS

!
(1)

Fitness of individual
Maximum obtainable fitness
Test pr. individual
Number of incorrect output vectors
Circuit in environment m
Target truth table
Number of gates used
Penalty pr. gate used

An example of the genotype used to represent a circuit is
shown in Figure 5. The connections of this specific genotype can be seen in Figure 7. Connections refer to labels of
either the inputs of the circuit (0 to 3 in the example) or to
the output of one of the gates in the circuit (4 to 11 in the
example). The last gates in the genotype representation are
considered to be connected to the external outputs of the
circuit (8 to 11 in the example). Only feed-forward connections are allowed. The genotype uses MUX and NMUX
(multiplexor with one input inverted) and as such, each gate
has three inputs (select, input A and input B).
Mutations are done at gate level. If a gate is mutated, one
of its inputs is remapped or its type is changed to a random
type within the predefined set of gate types. The gate types
available to evolution are predefined. The simulator is not
limited to the gates described in section 2, but each new
gate requires handcrafted tuning of parameters.

Five sets of experiments were carried out labeled A to E
in Table 1. The noise percentage signifies the amount of
noise relative to full signal strength that was superimposed
at each gate output. Noise is implemented as a random
value within this range. Error probability is the chance of
any given gate failing i.e. being subject to one of the errors
explained in section 2.
All experiments used a gate mutation probability of 15%,
population size of 30 individuals and a maximum gate
count of 9. Termination of each run occurred when an individual avoided bit errors at the outputs and its size was less
than 10 gates.
A noteworthy fact is that each circuit is evaluated ten times
under different noise and error conditions. Each of these
evaluations gives rise to a fitness value. Fitness for this circuit (individual) is an average of these fitness values. This
means that an individual needs to be tolerant to more than
one specific configuration of faults and noise and exhibit an
overall tolerance to the environmental settings in order for
it to survive the selection process.
EXPERIMENT
A
B
C
D
E

NOISE

ERROR PROB.

10%
30%
0%
0%
35%

0%
0%
10%
30%
10%

Table 1: The experimental set of noise and error probabilities

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
The evolutionary system successfully evolved circuits able
to perform a 2-by-2 bit multiplication in all the specified
environments. Figure 6 illustrates how the average of the
most fit individual for experiments B and E grow towards
100% fitness (15). As expected, the rougher environment
in experiment E made it harder to obtain better fitness when
compared to experiment B.
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ment. The computational time required is not really that
severe, on average the performance is about 100 generations per second.

16

Experiment B

Experiment E
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4900

Avg. number of generations
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12000
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6000
4000
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0
A
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E

Experiment

Figure 6: Best fitness individuals averaged over several
runs
Figure 8: Generations used before termination
An example of an evolved multiplier from experiment A is
illustrated in Figure 7. The genotype of this specific multiplier is the one shown earlier in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Example of evolved multiplier
As seen in Figure 6 and 8 the number of generations required before a correct individual was evolved increased
as noise and error probability got more severe. Experiments A, B and C took on average below 2000 generations.
Experiment E required slightly more computational labour,
around 3000 generations. This may be said to be due to
the combination of severe noise and substantial error probability. Experiment D clearly separates from the other experiments. The gate error probability presented a difficult
design task. However, the fact that evolution was able to
create such a fault tolerant architecture is quite an achieve-

Avg. number of gates

INPUT 0

In the experiments performed here evolution was not given
much room to play with in terms of gates. The maximum
number of gates was set to nine. Due to this maximum
only a slight variation in the number of gates was seen, as
shown in Figure 9. Also, during the experiments, Gp in
equation 1 was so low (0.001) that the output correctness
always had highest priority. In experiment D the average
number of gates used is below the general average. The
reason for this is that evolution avoids extra gates, as each
gate increases the chance of gate failure. In experiment E,
evolution may be assumed to perform similarly where the
rough environment in terms of both noise and gate errors
forces a bias towards small circuits.

8,9
8,8
8,7
8,6
8,5
8,4
A

B

C

D

Experiment

Figure 9: Gates used in final solutions

E
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6 FUTURE WORK
Several extensions of the work described are planned, primarily exploiting the speed of the simulator in order to
run extensive numbers of experiments. Such experiments
would include allowing evolution to use more gates to increase the genetic variation, evolving with more common
type of logic gates like NAND and NOR, evolving circuits
with different functionality and exploring the suitability
of different evolutionary algorithms. Extensive investigation of the evolved circuits true fault tolerance compared to
other approaches would also be advantageous. In addition,
verification of the circuits on both digital and analogue levels is important.
A feature of the developed simulator is that its states and
signals are fully observable. Combining this with the increased freedom of the semi digital environment may yield
results that exploit complex intrinsic silicon functionality
not available in a traditional evolutionary digital design
environment. Such exploitation of intrinsic features have
shown stunning results e.g. in [Tho95, Tho96], but the features of such circuits have been hard or impossible to observe and understand [Lay98]. A goal of our project is to
move into hardware implementation with new knowledge
on how to exploit the intrinsic properties of the underlying
technology.

[BOST00] Daryl Bradley, Cesar Ortega-Sanchez, and
Andy M. Tyrrell. Embryonics + immunotronics: A bio-inspired approach to fault-tolerance.
In J. Lohn, A. Stoica, D. Keymeulen, and
S. Colombano, editors, Proc. The Second
NASA/DoD Workshop on Evolvable Hardware,
EH 2000, pp 215–224. IEEE Computer Society, 2000.
[HA01]

Ben I. Hounsell and Tughrul Arslan. Evolutionary Design and Adaptation of Digital Filters Within an Embedded Fault Tolerant Hardware Platform. In D. Keymeulen, A. Stoica,
J. Lohn, and R. S. Zebulum, editors, Proc.
The Third NASA/DoD Workshop on Evolvable
Hardware, EH 2001, pp 127–135. IEEE Computer Society, 2001.

[HvR01]

Pauline C. Haddow and Piet van Remortel.
From here to there: Future robust EHW
technologies for large digital designs. In
D. Keymeulen, A. Stoica, J. Lohn, and R. S.
Zebulum, editors, Proc. The Third NASA/DoD
Workshop on Evolvable Hardware, EH 2001,
pp 232–239. IEEE Computer Society, 2001.

[Lay98]

P. Layzell. A New Research Tool for Intrinsic
Hardware Evolution. In 2nd International Conference on Evolvable Systems (ICES98), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp 47–56.
Springer, 1998.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work a simulator has been developed that takes the
messy gates approach much closer to real electronic hardware. In this simulated environment evolution is able to
perform circuit design tasks that present a serious challenge. Within certain limits, noise influence and fault probability does not even seem to affect evolution. In fact, external influences that human engineers view as destructive and
problematic may be exploited by evolution e.g. increasing
the noise may in fact decrease the number of generations
needed to evolve a complete circuit. When faults and noise
influence are increased to severe levels, evolution seems to
find it harder to find solutions. Still, it does in fact manage
to do so and very quickly when compared to a human designer. Just imagine the design task of creating a 2-by-2 bit
multiplier using eight or nine multiplexors in an environment where almost one third of the gates fail on average.
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#[SHSHALA=IUVGe9icUZKEicO;KG\OS FhWhÊ Os ILËILGJt ]Vic]ZO!`bXdK¥ÌtU_)iaWcA=aG#OA=SO!O]ZMrTicOijO^OÈ!]Fh³ UZV[MrM\O!º;K\i WH]ViUZic\ALFcO GJO!FhUVKO M\FjWhWhWhA=A=O!OO Ìv;NPM\È^MeI=³ FhFf Q=MJº;·"N½iuR·R9GeOijFi
GFhMemnI=GJUVKL]VGeÅF=c]VOEM\=GnUVWKO!N¶G\GeSHicAÅA=UVMeGJKk\OC±KrW!Wht±M¨Ç4Whf A=G\SHOA GnfWcWhºGeSHALkeOO!WhQi =Ge·"SSuRO!ih9ii CNPM\UZKFdGG
MeFOFhijUZWhMTG\zMSH9JNmnGJÈT]V5 I=ÉJO!s iUZSK¥]VM?WcSHALOESQTXT·"S]VuRO!i0¨GJiKL¦A=U_SHFcAUZWcO^GJiFhO UZWhM\iLO!FhFcGJM\WckeO^FH.GGJ[d\ii
U_iciA=UGNWcmnGJFhUVO]Vk\Ge=UVij]ZWcOO!FhWhi!M9t«GJ]Va] A=O±º;QTi·"M\u K¥ WcA=OE=GJSHWhALGUZM\GnKW#WcWcALA=O.OEMeihWcGJA=[O!OFEWhALUZGe[KLOet
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GU_J¤ i4]VL]nK=WhicMeFcOW;UVFhm?m?icUVUZOGeK=O^]ktwTO!`bG0KicSOMe]ZUZKrNWcWcAMeFHFhGeG k\ijGJ?WµKLK=WcMRUZMn!·RO!(OKEGX icm\OÊ o]ZMeNËr]VITFhGeOWcKL=UVMe)M]VK¥U_JSWcGnijALWhXTMeOijFHF^Wcit½O!v[-aWcA=A=UVO4Oi)icFcK=XTO^Mei,GeWhWicOMeGJ[ K W
NPOMeTFU_i,WWhA=U_idUVi WhALÌGn]VWdUZ\NPOILWcKLA=S OWhUZM\O!meKLM\GJ]Z]Rm?UVSK=Ok]V]VidijXTGeijFcWcOO![Ñi"¤)MJ N WcWcA=ALO#MeI=ak\UVOA\FhWFHGJWhKM
W,WcX?O![(O\tgtaaA=ArOIK=ivrOU?WaW"U_ig=FhK=MeMe=Wl]VO?[°K=MnSMeKdKLK=O!ALSGJWcO!W40WcMOUZWcTAO!MeS LW;icOUZKFhmnWcGnA=WcO)UVMeijK0XTijUVi
WcSHALA=OUVK=icO A=COO!ijFRO!meGJ[O!FhMeGeIL]wK\WcO!W FhMJGJNg?=GXrnWcWHO^Gdi"OOUVFK=kEijO^S=M\FhKLMTSO^icicYlO!MeWcA9?XELWhFcA=M\=O#]Z[dO![dGJi
GeicdNPM\F"GJKUZKL=OOKLTO!KrW GJFhO!GMJN FcO^ijO^GJFHSHAwt
NPuM\O]ZL]VMnOFc"TO!U_]Zi)i,UV[WhWcOA=UZKrKLOdW#GeU_FcUVTOKX ^GnGEijWcO!WcWhmeOALO![GnFhGeWT]gW4SWcAMeM LGnWMeUZO^iUViijO!UZK±UZFc[m\WhOlA=WhMeOA=FcWhORO!GJmeicKrMeXTW ]Vi,m?WhUZOKL[UV]Zk ]
icXTi,WhO[
UVu"KÈ KWcËALGJ]VGeORkeKLkeM\!O!FcUZK=Wc#"MeAL[[D%$ U_SRAL&Ge=G'(i$)JWhG#O OKA=p TOUV5SH^AEijUVUVKLkeM?ijK=S!WcSO^FhI=ILFaS WhWhM)GnUZM\W;OKL?]ZO^i!WcGetFHijGeW S aWA=GJ§O]V]TLLÈ s GJGJWjWjWhWcWcUZO!O![FcFcKKO!iii
WcSÊ ALM\´ O[[d=ijFcO!O^]Zicm\icO!UVMei KGeFcGJO]VkeGJM\FhFc=UZWcUZALWcFH[GJFhGeXeKLtEGaeA==UVi=FhGeM]Z?k\UVMe[dFhUGnWhWhA=O![¸i 3U_iM\]ZL[GJM\FcW keMeMJFhNaMnGm
OMJKrNµWhWhFcA=M\ORrLX GJÊ WjÈTWh0OËLFhWhKM#ijGO^GJSFHO!SHFjA=WHO!GJNUVKPMeOFl?WcUVO!i4K\FcW^O^ti,WhaFcU_A=S O"WhO![dWGncTM UV[#É\q I=5[UZKL]ZijO!WcK=FhkJILWhSA 
Wc[UVMeOK[i MeCFhXWcUVA=KO¨WcFcA=O^O GeicA=MeMrKi,W"SO!MeUZ[K=k=ITG±WhO]VF^UV[ t UZWcO^GJ[MeILK\WMeN)[dGeUZKT
WcMeu"ALFh]VUVUV] keiSUVKLLMeGJ[GJ] Wj=WhkeO]VO!OFhK=TKMeUZW,[GJX0KU_[GJS]VX?O^LGGeicnU_icWhi I=GLFcLGtdO^ni"¤RWhG¥ILNicSGeO!M\i9UI=WhZFHKA=ijO\OWhUVvµFdA=WcU_OLiRFHGe;GnicMeO(?FhXrGJ0WcKLO!GeÅKi)FcO =OWHMJFGJW?icWcUVO!K=ALSkO 
MeSM\K[#S=GeITK=WcO!K=F!MetEW ¤O!meK=O]VKX.G(Oaic[dFhUGJWc]VWc] O!NPKFhG\UVK#S WcWhUVMeA=K¥Oa[dMJN;GJ=UVKTFhMe[keFHO!GJ[ [dM\i)FcXU_iMeNLFcO^WcGeALO
N¶MeA=GeI=MricW;i,A=W"UVMeMeGJNwKwKWctzGA=OeaGJFcA=O)k\O^OILijKrOicW;O!=0NSHALFhPMeUZMeLkeFai;FHGJWhm?A=[dU_OG i LWcGJALGJFhO)WjOEWcTUO!WhFc_A=ijK(WcOFhKGJUZ=K=I=GJU_]VWcSHX?MeeicFHO^U_iliÅIt UZK=G#Fh?OXk\I=Wc]VALGeOF
aA=OSMe[=]VOTUW,XE[ O^GeicI=FhO!i;ILicO!(GJFhO)G\i;NPMe]V]ZMn"i!ª
* Ç 1 f4ÇlÑ QTÇRªaA=O©LGnWcWcOFhK icO!GeFhSHALUZK=k2GJ]VkeM\FcUZWcA=[
=icijWcO!U_FhSHGeILeFhSSHO^A=WhIUZO^M\i"=KLNPi±M\F Fh=OFcFcO!M\O!keGnO^FHWhGJGnUZWh[dKLUZk¬K=i!k(t ÎrLIL@LGeG\UZFcTFFHM\ci)[ILMJ=N;]ZWhOzUZA=KLO!UVijKLicWcOijFhWcILFhLSILWcGJSUVUVMeWhFHUZKLi±M\iKLMJiUVN(K¥GJUZGeKTFh]ZO ]
[icGJO!WjI=GeWcO!Fh[ [SHA=TMTO^Wc§ISO^SEWI==FhKrhFcMWcO!UVKL]O!S]ZM\KLOK=M¦GJk\FhGJNPO0I=WcOFcNPWcMeWcA=I=A=O!KLOF¨wt]VMeFh¦OK=k\`bO!KO!GJijWhW;G±i.]VGnG\Wji,UWhWWhOA«FhijKLWcG¦Oi;zNP[MeUZILWUVK=KLUVUi
WhWhicOMJM#FhWhN¶KLGeGe]iF!U_K?tgi I=Ç4Fc[#O^meSO!M\FcOFhXdFTOGn^MeWcNlWcO!GeI=[ iKLUG"=WWcI=O!O KL(SMU\W FjOMeWHµM[#i eLTUFcUZWZKLm?GeU_GJTOKLWc!#SUVMe¥K0Me?MJI=XN½KrWhKLWcA=O^OÌtO¼½WcaMeGnWhALGJWjO ]
K?icI=I=Fh[OÇ O!1 F;flMeNÇ4UVÑ KLi,Q=WhÇ"FcIt S WcUVMeKi4k\UZm\O!i4WcA=OSM\[ L]ZO?UZW,Xd[O!GJ
* ¹ ` Çl·RQ?`,,
UZijW,WcXFhIL[S WhO!UZM\GeKicI=L FhOGe+UZFHILªligicaO!U_ilÅAA=SUVi=MeOI=U_FhiKrOeWht±WhO!A=ÌtaO(A=a[ O0A=MrNPOi,FcFhWO^O Î\icGeILUZ[FcOO KL=SÉ ]VX¥O9-/. SMeTUM\N [OGJ!]V=];Fc]ZO!OUZKrKT?W


OAP

OAP_A

IN_B
IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
IN_C
IN_D

REG_0A

OAP

OAP

OAP

OAP

OAP

OAP

OAP_H

OAP

IN_B

IN_B

IN_B

IN_B

IN_B

IN_B

IN_B

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
REG_A
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
REG_A
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
IN_C
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
IN_C
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
REG_A
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
REG_A
IN_D

IN_A
IN_E
IN_F
REG_A
IN_D

REG_7A

SRAM−DATA
Distributor−DATA

IN_0B

OAP_A

IN_0A
IN_0E
IN_0F
IN_0C
IN_0D

OAP_H
REG_0A
REG_7A

IN_0B
IN_0A
IN_0E
IN_0F
IN_0C
IN_0D

OAP_A
OAP_H
REG_0A
REG_7A

up to 144 agents

@ UZk\I=FhO s ª4ºlALGJUVK(MJN½IL0WhM pJs?o ³ º;i
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t|'$Rof@gY7TLij; I $- 8?'w4. t_;T \,Fn _ I t
'qUR?{af@gY#Ye ; Ntj= = =:j-4'D9= ?F'[aR
x<%#%('kA7  A I Ad I A + Y  8.Z'" I ' qt]Y= ?
>L= /_-." ;T y^$avf@gY7 7".#%|#% _ + 
I "-n oA7TZ'kPLt] A7?'/q7W I Q~e 6 2'"'$-4'
$N;T?'uTt]'$-^aR }Y(' A7A7">q-$^#e'  ;h*p8.Z'" I '  #%.8u:"8= =(>uW$-D e'p'.:f@gY
'hQ"t]8= .t I '%t]"'$/

hWcFaALOA==OU_]Vi UVSHS!A=[GnUZWhO!O!GJ9GeKFci ?O)XWc]ZALU_GEijGJWcWON¶GeKLG)S UZ=K=WhMeFhkMeFt k\MJFhN Ge[§È!³UZK UZN;=GeFhKLUZKLMSUZ\LK=]Z]ZOXSM\UZN4I=Wh]_#A=O fOº;O!G\i ijUVM\]ZKX
Wc=uRFHFhilGJMT]GJSO!]VU_FcihihO^ijicI=GeUZK=OTXkNPM\[icF XTOi,OKrWhm\WcOMeUV[dMe]VmrK=iUVO^t¸K=Ìvke½icFhMzLMeI=GnWcWhWcO^UVUVGeK=i,W]Zk]VX9WhMJA=NÌOO?UVKTWhSNPOMeGeKLFhLTO[dGJ^L¥UGnUZWh]VUZZUM\KTWhKUZNPO^M\iU_Fci4[dMJG NGJSWcWcOUVMeALKTK O 
OGJm\LMeUZ]V]VUm?WhUZUZK=O^i k Ê f È qº;Ë½i WhA=GJOK¥WWhMecMMe]VLMeKkeGX0MJ9N[WhA=O!OG\ijicILXTFci,OWhONP[%M\F#UVOi m\[dMe]VGeITTOWcUVMeKicS!GJGJFh]ZX 
WcGJicIX?LijTO]ZWcOdeO!t [UVKaGJA=WcW4ALU_i½OFh[I=FhKrGeO^WcGJK=UV[KLkeiOO"WcMeWcALNaA=GJOR[W SH?M\AXFcGJO=UVKdI=WhALFhMJO4GJN K±GJº;W,FH;GJigM[SGeOMeKdWhFHOTOFhUZORFH^iGnLWcGJMJUVFcMeNWcK UZ[dWcMeUVGJMeN=k\K=WcK=O^ALUZO 
UVTOKE^ijÈ UVs\kes KLv iEp GJ³ FhGJOKLILdÈijO^´=UVO!UZSWcO!Ai½MeMeKLF ]ZILXicO!OUVkef ArWUZWcA#º;NPI=id]V]r]VOOKLFkJWcSHAA=UVt½¦²OA=m\O!OKK
icuR[S!SGeM\]Z]VFhOTUF)VK=Ok)m\MeWc]VM m?UZÊ K=È kq ËSHGALGJijALUVK9G\TMLnGeÅFjWh[UWhUZMTM\TOKL!i)]=SUVi4GJf K.TOLO KLO!UVKrGm\eO!igijWcGeUVk\KGJO!WcmeO!Mewt
]VUVITKWcUVWhMeA=KLO9GeFcO!XmeMe[]Vm?MTUZTOKLk¥]µMeUZWcLA0I=]VUZGJKrWcWcUVO!MeFhKG\S TUWhUZ_M\icGeKL=ig]VO!ÌtOW,;O"O!OKEFhOeUVKLv;TUU_ijVmrM\U_]VTIGJLWcUVGeK=]Vk i
Wcf]_GJM\º;FhkeigM\O]ZicF M\OkeFhK?meUVI=O!O^i[iWhA=O!UORWhF#AihMeGJN;O^[GeLSHOaGeAFj=WhI=MJUWhWcFhUZALM\OMrKLF^ijivO\tS!WcGJA=ºlKO(M\[O?OELGJijOFhO!FhUZOUVKL[Kk O!G\WhKrA=iWO"GTUijUZAOWcAGe!FcTMWcO!nALKr OW
[GJ]V]VMTMnTO ]WctM¥Çgke?FHGJOFhUVWh[ A=O9O!KricWhOi[dGJUZKrWcWcA¦U_SiicUVO^KÅSU_WhGJA=]ROTUij_ihXTGJij=WcO]VO![NGePI=i KLUSWdWcUVU_MeiKLG i
W,[X?UV=SU_FcSMeGJ]µL=UZM\Fh]ZMTM\SkeO^XeTIt =FhORUVK¥Ï¶keOKLO,Ðg?K=MTSHrM\ITWaOTO!FcUV[OKrWhi;UVK
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Comparison between classical mutation and self-poisoning algorithm expense
3.6
p = 10e-2
self-poisoning
3.4
3.2
3

expense

2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2
1.8
1.6
0

1000

2000

3000

4000
5000
6000
time [program executions / 10]

7000

8000

9000

10000

@ UVkeI=FhO o ªa;M=U µOFhOKrW"mnGJFhUVGJWcUVMeKijXTijWcO[di
'È

Y#[-. ?'pA I '' 9tL?""  "$#% /:.=8"" $=
A I '' Tvt.?- I 2#% 'oqiPL$-4A I '' T4t. +  + 8= ('X>?l
' k$"  T5 I "$- lm k"$#%v#%('n'.[ I \T  8/
c('['p"T-[A I '' T[tL?$- I p'Wr I >Q 
Z'" I ' T987'.h;A78-'k p-L'A7 - /  '.h.Pe'
t.;AB('' TQ'.pA7TZ'HWr I ?'J Z'" I '8[ Ht=8$+ >7D-.TAB\= I T/ h'YT=(>7q-. ?':=8;'A \TT= I G
' T"> + j$\e8 + % + "\,- +I 'Y= "Q .8;:\= I %]'.
A7t= PL('X>wA7$ I qE@O :E D~LEd8 . \,$- /  [A7$
'j'7'^t'"'"$c= ;('A j 8.$"8.;T=(> A7
-.7 I =(' p'7-.'A78.t]$'%8q' ;A78k-.'e/

*

UV]_KLGnWhijO!WcFh(GILeS Whi!UZª M\KLiLGeUZFHiM\ihijUV=]VOet aA=ORTUVmeO!FhicUW,X#UVilSGJ]_SI=
 " ' " Ï  $! " $"%$#Ð $ $!  "" %
[UZUVWcK=A UZ[I="%[¬$NPWcFcA=O^ÎrOEI=SOMeKLI=SKrXeW v(MJNa#WcA=WcO0A=O4UZKSi,MeWhI=FcILKrSWWcMeUVMeN?KWcA=LOlGeUZKLUZFijWcFhILUWhSA 
WhWhUVKA=UZM\O"WcKA=K?OLI=Ge[#k\UZOFK=OM\F4[ UZMJWcAU_NwSGJ[d=G]V]LnGnTUWHTG OUZ[MJ!FcNI=O!Wh[ÆKrA=W4ONPUZFhKicO!X?i,ÎrWhijI=FcWcILO!O![(SKLWcStUVXMeKGeLKLGeUZFH$!i  NPMeILKL"
fÌÎrILuG\RTFºcIL¤)=9]ZOfRtVªÌtVt ÐaA=OdUZK§K?I=WhA=[#OÅOicFO!ÎrMeI=NlO!LKLGJSOWjWcO!=GFcJK¥WhGz]VOmeWhO!UZ[]ViO^Ï¶iLGJWcALUVF!O v
NPK?GeM\]ZI=k\I=[MeKLFh±UUWhO!A=VF K.[(MeWhNgt A=LOdGnWcLWcFHOijFhWKLUi WhOMJFHN GnWcUVMe"%K±$ Me& '(Nl$ WhA= Odp L5GnWcUVWcKLO!i,FcWhKFcIicS O!WcGeUVMeFhSHKA i

Ã |T~ |=Ä,Á À {
~ |!(¶{ À *)
OeFHQ?GJtM±kLKLt TMN¶Ge\F!Ê [É va5UVËRKzOm\GJOKLGeKr]ZN[W!vlPMrMe]Zi,]VUVWE]ZeMnO9Ge;]ZG±O]"FHO!i!SmevM\M\ic[#]Z[ ITITWhU_WHSUZGnM\WcKLFhUVGGJMeXFhKXSHUVAi[GJWhMTK=A=TOk\MeUZK=I=]_ik¥k\Ar=WhWILA==WhOM¥]ZU_UZicK=A=NPO(O!MeÌvFcG 
[dTU_Gni,WhWhFcUZM\UV=KITWhSO!Med[KrWcdO!K\GeW"K=MeK=N OF^Gtgic¤RO!ÎrNÌI=SOMeKI=SFHOicOeMJveN UVKd]ZO[WjWhOMeFH]VO!iaSUZI=K]VGeG FgI==K=UVMeUZNP]VMeMeFhk\[X#]ZUZX W
&

'

U_SiRG\ij;O^Oid]V]O?m\OK=K=Mn]VXK=UWhVALijWcGnFhW)UZL[#ITWcITO^WHzMGnWhnUZM\meKLOGJF]½WhOA=meO¨O!Krk\WhOiRK=GeM\Fc[O#UVMeSK=ic]VX0O!ÎrUVI=K¨O!KLFHGJSO^FhOi
=FhA=O!U_ihSHijA9ILFcU_O9iWcicALI=MeTI=,k\O^SA\WcWRO^WWcMEcMOWhGEA=O.SMeicKXTiji,O^WhÎ\O[2
ILOKLUZK?SOm\O!MJijN WcUVWck\ALGnO WhO!icÌtO]V§O!SWcUVMeITK 
WhijGJWcFhWcILUVMeS KWhUZM\UVKK rWcALX)UVGiFHlGJM\KLFcTM¥\[¼GJ]V;UVKLGijXTWcFhiIL[S WhO!UZM\GeK)KLiUZNLOGa=[#SHALI=GJWhK=Gnk\WhOUZM\KLMJN"GJ]\GeOKm\OUZKrKTW
MTSO!SSI=GeFhILi!ictaO`WcW A=O4U_i=NPWcITKLWhO!UZih]VOiSWcM\MdKLWhicFcO!X(ÎrI=GJOKLKSSO!!iwGJFhFcO!X0FMe=ITUZWjW bSH=ALUGJWcKL[keO4ITWhS!GJGJWcK=UVMeK=KLMeiW
O OTO^S WhO!0WcMOij[M?MJWhA 
mn[·GJO^MeFhGJFhUVGe]VO.UZKr!M\WhUZK=i!Fk¬v]ZUZO^WG¦icijiM?MeUVFh[ijK9W[ WcI=º4O^FhTUbK=ij_GnUVO![#Wc¨MO!IL]ZeX]VITGJWcW)keUVMeMeWcKDAW0GnWhW)WhFhM¼GeWc=A=WhO O!O^ijOW±¬Um\MeTUZ]VK§mrµOUVK=GzFhkEOi,KricWHWXTGnWci,WhfUVMeOº4K=[ 
Wc=GJALFh]_GXOEXeBO^GO!GALX\nGGnW m?UZA?WcM\X?ALF!GJvWMeLWckLWhA=UZt O^[oijO\U_iÏvgSGJWcI=KLALFh¨WO0meO U_cTOA=Gn!OdW G.FhMeMJ N"]VO[ÈM5ITTWhXrGJk\WcÐ OUVtK¥MeKºl[MeGeUZKk\iijA\U_G,WTO+^ALFh7.GUVK=-0m\/2kO1
35476 + 4 < 6 < >.=FcMTSO!ihiRO![ O!Fck\O!Ìt aA=O UVTO^GUViicUZ[=]VOeª)WcALO
[aGeM\ijijWcWROÅijIÏ¶;SSG\O^i,icWhijO9NPI=UV]iEicILO!ÎricOI=]VO!O!KLihiSOMeM\FEFROijmeO!O!KzSUZWcO^MiaT=U_SFhM?=IO!LF0SO^TOi"ijLMK=UZ[WcUVILMeSHKA Ð
WcAGnW"UZWRTO!ijWcFhMnXTilUZWhi"MnK0LG\ijOMeN½OTU_i,WhOKLSOet
`b?KX#WhSA=M\OI=Krf Wcº4UVK=k)[WcMTA=TOOK?]½I=WcA=[U_i)O!SFMeMJILN]VOUZKL^ijGeWcFhicILUZ]VSXWcUVMeO KLi O!ijILWhicGeO!=U]ZU_VicKA=O!GeÌv]Z]TLOeFct MekL t
keA=FHUVkeGJA=[dO^i!i,tWNPuFhO!NÎrWhI=OF¥O!KLTOSX¦WhOWcFhA=[ U_iUVK=UVUVKLK=i,kzWhFcWcIALS OWcUVMeUZKK§i,WhU_Fci9ILTOSWc^UVi,MeWhK§UZK=O^WUZWcA§cMWcALOO
kWceSO!M\FHFcGJ[O^[ U=]ZZOOKTWcO!O!Wh]ZSA=XI=O WcFhUVGeMeKLº KwTMvrt \G ²[ I=UVA=K=O!O^UZNPK=(UMeOFhm\Z[K(OFa]ZWhXA=WcALTUOUV_iai,NPM\WhUVFc]ZKL]VUVMn=ijWcITFhWhUVILK=O!S dFkdWhUZHFcM\GJM\K0KI=TMKLU_iae(MO[eKLNSKrMeLILI=Fc[K=Me
OOFOKzU_idSM\WHGJ[e=O!]ZKzOf WcUZO!KL]ZXijWcO^GeGeLÌtGJDKL=M¤ReK=WcA=O^ÌtO!F[#aI=A=WhOGnWhFcUZO^M\ijKLI=GJ]ZWc]RUVK=Omek.O!KrWhO!idALGALm?GUZm\M\OF
MJSILNFcWhm\A=O^OÐ v icXTK=i,M\WhKTO[-WcFhUZSHm?ALU_GeGJK=]gke]VMeO^K=keTFWcO!hGeFc[£[dGnOWcm\U_SMeGe]VIT]Z]VWcXeUVvMeLKkSt Meo I=]_Ï¶UUZKVS[ FhO![GeicO^UVTUK=k 
O]VX.U_iOEWhMM\LTOicOm\FhOme]VO!Mewtz(UZKaSALFhO!OGeFcicO^UVK=GekeSWc]VXUVMeKSM\MJ[ NaLWh]ZA=OOEO!ijmeWcFHMeGn]Vm?WcO!UZKLkek9UVO!i ijXTWhijM 
WcGnGO!meWh[
WcTOO!^[ M\i,WhUV0FcMnTMO!X\S!O!eGJÌt[ILUVicKLOdGJWhKA=SUVOi#MJ=N FhMeMeK=ke]VFHXGJ[-MeKL;O)MeLILFc]VM\GkeFHeGJ]Z[[M\LijGJW#FcWSO!UZFjK0WHGJWcUVALK=O]VX¨ijXTijO 
8 9# }Ä À |T~ { |=Ã ~ À Â-} {?Ã |={
WcuGJALFhOO0W,XrSLM\OUVKTk\S!LUZGJK=k\];KLI=OUZFcTK=O^k¥±GO!GJFcJUV]VKL[]4¥WWhOA=KrhO(WA=OESH]_GeA=LijUZWhGei Fhi0GeGJ[ÏTUOMeVijWcI=WcO!WFhFhUVi =icOITGemeWcFcO!M\OdKFhi [FhGJUZUZKWjK?WcGITO!KWhJO!k\i!WcOtM¨KrWh]Zu;MeiHWÐ
WcMeSUVGeImn]4ijGn]VWhFhX9O!Ok\GTFUVhijJUZWcm\KLO!O!FhNi)i PGJMeMe]VNaF] WcSHs A=AL5.OUZ59LTOi)ij!O^UVicK¨SUZM\k\LKLKLGe=ii!Fht(Ge]ZaG.]VOAL]³ Ots K WhRU_A=SOE0FhMJGJSb]ZSk\MTM\OSHK\KrWhWhFciSM\M\GJ]Z]VKrFhOOWcFHUViKrGeI=UVSK 
WcGJALk\O)OKrTUWh_iRijWcGJFhKLUZ=I=WcMeA=FHO!igKFhO!K=G\O!MSO!eihITicWlGeFcWcXEA=O)SMe=I=FhKrMeWk\FhWhGeA=[O igNPFhOO!meÎrM\I=]Zm?OKUVK=Sk XUVMJKN WcUZALKTO 
WcWcijALALWcFhOROILKÅLS WhGeUZFhM\FhGeKLUZ[ WjiaWcOO!UZK0WcKÅO!FhWcLilALG\O SHSHA=.=M\FcicUVM\KrOkeKwWcFHM.vrGJ[dWcA=UZi!WcO(tAd`bGJWhKLk\A=ijOO WcKrFhALWhILi#UZS k\WhUZA=UZKM\O!KLijG¨Wgi!v=NPSFhGeOO!FcSÎrWhSI=GJMeOUVFHKKTUSVFhK=XdOkk\GJUVWhFhijMO 
WcWcO!ALF!O!tlicOE`N UVKLWcA=i,WhO#FcIicXTS Wci,WhUVMeOK['iUVGei"FclO0M\OFc=?SHUVALK=GJkKLUZkeKO!±Gic?OX±]ZNFHGJMeKLU_TMic\Me[©
K=UVK=UZkKLij[WcFhM?IL=OS
WcOUVm\MeMeK]Vim?t±UZK=kaA=GJOk\OWhKrMJWhWHi)GJ]aGJFhTOO#!icK=UZMek\WK=UU_ZiFhO!SSMeWcKL]VX9ijWcFhSILMeSILWh=O!]ZiO^9cILSHUZAWcA¨WhALWcA=GnWOWcMeAL=O 
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Algorithm expense
7
JMP/autist
JMP/block
JMP/simple
JMP/complete
4xIN/autist
4xIN/block
4xIN/simple
4xIN/complete

6

expense
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Algorithm diversity
2000
JMP/autist
JMP/block
JMP/simple
JMP/complete
4xIN/autist
4xIN/block
4xIN/simple
4xIN/complete

1800
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diversity
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Algorithm patcomp
30000
JMP/autist
JMP/block
JMP/simple
JMP/complete
4xIN/autist
4xIN/block
4xIN/simple
4xIN/complete

25000

20000

patcomp

cWicicALOFhO"O^mrS]VUVUVG\K=O!SHkiGJA=MJKMrNµEAi,KLW^=GJt;MnWcY;I=¼O!FHGJS!]ZM\GJ]V]ZK=ILX kicTOO =MMJN K=WhWcO!A=ALOO#XEkeSO!]ZM\K=UVmeK\OO,WhFHUZ^ÐGnK?WhI=UZUVM\M\KEKLILiiWhA=ÏPOOAALicX?GnGijW4m?WcUVGJO!Me[FhF"OaGeWcWcKLALALOO
WcUV[OLGeicO SHA=M\icOKU_iaFcO^GJ]ZWhUZ[Oet
`bicKzA=MnLkKwt4tg³=Ç4vG\G±SHA0=LI=]ZKMeSHW"AK=MeOO^N TOO!T(GJO!FcUVMe[I=OW"KrMeWhiK=OMeKGeKL0GOFhO^AB)GJ]ZO!N K==G®¯XEMJUVi N
MeGmeO!OFhFHGeGnkeWhUZO M\KmnGJWc]VUVI=[O^iROlM\MeKNgWcA=OO!Fc]_OGeB)ijW OK=W,;®¯ OKrt½W,XaA=SO;M\[ mnGJL]V]ZI=OO!?i UZW,=X(]VMJ[WcWcO!O!GeGicI=JFhFhOO
OALmnG\Geia]ZILGJO!WcOUVKMeKLUVKri"m\O!O!ijFRWcUVk\FhI=GJKwWcO!tawtuDguRmnGJiFhOUVGJ?WcUVO!MeSKWcO^MJÌvN =WcUZA=WRO#AL[#Gei;ITWHWhGnI=WcFhUVK=MeO!KMFHeGnI=WhOW
WcU_iAGnSHWALGJWcKLA=keOdO!ic¨NXTi,PWhFhOMe[[TOFHGJ!FhO O!KL[#=iITWHM\GnK¨WcUVMeWhKA=i O[#ITWHGn5 WcUVMe-K¥FHGnWcWcO MnaGJA=FHU_SH=iA
A==UV]VkeMJWAUZ[KÅITLWhkLGJt WcUV³=MevKzWcALFhGJO0WcO^O i M\FjW  K=OÈeO^t§TO!½±WGehrM9UVK=LkKO\ÅG% t kJ t¼]V];% WhFcA=O!O9O^I=Gn=Whi#OUVFi
A=UVO!keSA=GeO^ILi,icWO"GnUNwW#Ge]V]ZMn] UZKLij[#WcFhI=ILWhSGnWcWhUVUZMeM\KLKilFhGJGJFhWcOO^iUVTOt¨!KraWcALU_SUViGJ]UVvei [dÎrGeI=KrUZXWcOETUKOGn!WcFcILO!FhKrGeW ]
]VGJOFhmeO¨O!]ViciEA=MnMJN#KwFhOt«O!aGJALWhiEO9OLTFHUVi,ijWW!t MeK=Y;O¨OUV]ViEMn'WhGeW,elOKMO!meUZM\WcA¬]Zm\O!Gz[#=I=FhMeWhk\GnWhFhUZGeM\[ K
FHGnWcOMeÈ N5- A=ÈT5O!KÅ fÌWcuA=ROºicO!¤)S9MeKLfD¥ALG\UZi#WcAUZWhG(i[#[dITGnTWHGnUV[#WhUZM\I=K¥[©FHmnGnGJWhO]VI=MJOeN t

=[aFhA=UZMek\Ogk\Ar]VFhWaU_Gei,TM[WhUZ\K=t [kRaUZMeKLA=K=GJM\]VWcI=X ORkeFhWcAOA=¡UOO!WRS ijSWHXTMeiÌijI=WcMeO!]_KL0[Og=NPO M\FhUZFM\ON?LijO!k\ijmeO!]ZUVFcO[m\FHGJO!L]WicijOgcO^ALMeSKGJMeWaKGe=iLK)FcO!vrM\meWhkeM\FcFHUV]ZGJm?m\[dUVO!Gei ]
ijWhGnWhUZM\KLGJFhXdOALGm?UVMeFaUVi"K=MJW"GJLLGJFhOKrW!t
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  ! "!## !$!%'&!!% (#!)*+,-./%102#34 51"!67.85 925:
./%9 #;02 <2# .=2%>4 ?A@7.2#70 : B9%7<2# .=2%C02 <2# .!=2%D4E?A@1.2#70:
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F K/R F!S F 
 JAFP!T7K!FP2U G F2V F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF2T U7K!F2UW X!V F2V F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF2T U7K!F2UW X!V F2V F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 FH2VN Y ,[Z -!\7F* ] JAF K!L F!GL F!N!O7P2Q F
 F K/R F!W F 
 JAFP!T7K!FP2U G F2V F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F K/R F!S F 
 JAFP!T7K!FP2U G F2V F
[ ( ^# "!_ ` " &29 =!B$ !( . 02# !$;F!G H2I F"2% ab0/# =!$ #!)7. 0A` " &/9 
./%$ !( . 0/# !$;F!UW X!V F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF2T U7K!F2UW X!V F2V F



b`=KU_S WcWhALO!9MO"ij\O^K9SMeWhKA=]OVUVU_K=i,Wh=UZI=K=WkicW,O!;SMWcUVSMeM\Kw[t [aGeA=KLU_i)=igUVi)GeGEFcOSicMeMeKL[icO!OÎrWhI=UZ[O!KLO^SigOTOMJN
WcALOOF"S]VM\MTihSHicUZ=SUVXT]VUSW,]VXOetgWhM±aALOO)TO!KLSMJITWhWcGJO(WcUV[MeK MeFhOE²¦Wh·AL`GJKz·"ÇlM\K=BO0u UVKLu ijWcFhIL[S O!WhGJUZM\KK i
WcUVK\AWhGnMWWcFcALO!keO U_i,mWhGeO]ZFILOu-WhGJ\UZOWcK0ANPSFcM\Me[[[dWhA=GJOKL[UZKL=dITGJW =icLO!UZSK=WckUVMeu#Kt4UVi`bK¦FhG\UZWj=WcTUO!ZK 
WcSUVM\Me[Kv[[GeKLM\[ijW dMJN4Ge=WhA==OUVK=Sk¥M\[Y [GeA=KLUV=iSHAS!UVidGJK¥G\S WhOUZmnOGnTWhO!O^ÅUSITWhN O!¥mWcA=?OUVG0SM\Wc[ ALO 
Wc=[dALFhGJOUVSKLOdMrMJicNaÇ icUZ]Z1 LMn]Z;Ç O OSºF M\¤)O[T [O!SGeI=UVKLWcigiUVMeOK±KLjOSW!=Met FhI=MeKrLWcO!GeFc=O^UZÌt]VUZWc½UVaO!i!ALvwUVWcigALGeOd]Z]VMnUZKL"Si!FcvJO^GnGeWicOWcALMJO N
 +    "!# # !$!%'&2% (#!)*+ 2-./%c0/#$!97<!# .!=2%10


 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
 F K/R F!S F 
 JAF2T U7K!F!G H!I F2V F
 FH2VN Y ,[Z -!\7F*F K2L F!ML F2N7H2N F
JF2TU7K!FG H2I F2V7F
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F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
FH2VN Y ,[Z -!\7F*F K2L F!ML F2N7H2N F
JF2TU7K!F!UW XG F!V F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F2UW XV F 
 JAF2T U7K!F2UW X!S F2V F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F
FH2VN Y ,[Z -!\7F*F2N H!N F] JAF2V  F V  F2V F
F2UW X G F 
 JAF K!L F!GL F!N!O7P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF2NO7P2Q F
F!G H2I7F
 JAF K!L F!GL FML F2N!O1P2Q F



*



*

jÄ {?ÌÃR{?{?Ä,Á À
WcWc`bKzALALOO#WcFhWhALOFhO9GeGeKLFcFcOijO^UZijWcW,O^UV;GJMeM0FHK9SHALNPFcG\M\M\ij[%U_K¦SWcijÎrA=O!I=]O NO!ijK=MeWcFhMeUVMek\K=KLGeK=]Vi!UZªUVm?UVLO!K=FhkijWcTXWh]VM?X(KLWhWcGJA=AL[OOU_]ZÎ\SUVm?GeIL]UZO!K=ijick0WcX?UVMeijlWcK¨M\O![dFcM\]_K i
MJ[GJNRKUZDik\SArMeWRj[O^ijS=M\Me]VI=OKKLT](GZKLX¼eGeS!K=WcGeA=MJTOOÅbij!XT[K=ijOWcU_O^SJO!¬Wv?[Whi!A=ct¨M¼O aMeGeLLA=GJM\MrKLI=ij=MkeUZAWceO KDWcU_A=iaTOOEWcWHALLGJOFhUVij]ZSO^W Ge§SicÎrOeI=tMeO^`i,KrNWhWhUZFc;M\M\K O ]
??K=K=MnMn A=[#MnILÅSHAGeFjWh[UM\SFcU_OEGJ]rGe]ZUZNPM\O;ITS!WGJKSFcO^GnOaWcSUVm?FhO!UW,GJX¥WcO!GeilijO;ILSH=AFhMeGeLKLGeM=]ZXeWcA=UVO!]ZF ]
WcA==GMdUVJkeWh[A=G O!UVF"KLO^([SM\O[ KrA=WhO!O^GeKi]wGJ=O\K(tFhkMTOtS?O!UZWhK9ihFhicGe¹)O!Mei!ÑRFHt4TUu"aZKA=SGJOMeFh[X icO!=U_SihITM\ijKLWhI=UZ(ÎO\KLt k rI=Ê É O!ÈijWcËUVWhMeA=KO ic` =eFc¤DUVK=krMJiN
MeLa]VG\A=MeSHOdk\?UVi!S!ILt0GJic]Oa[MeALNaMTOTOTO^O!])TUK=_ijSOXTGnLijWhWhWcO!i#O!±A[GeLFciOdGeALFhM\=Ge?;idmrGeUVMeFcMJOIWhi AUZK±C¨WhWcO!A=A=K=OdO0OLFhijO!WhXTiciEijO!WcGJGeOFHKL[dSHA¥iTFMJWhM9HNaG=aUO 
UVihKrSm\GJO!]VOijWcGeUVk\KLGJ.WcO!¥GO^SJGJFhIOdijSO]VM\=icA?OX?F)icWcU_SMiFhGJO!FhGeO#]UV=K=UVA=MeO!]VMeFckeO!K\U_SWhGe]ZX]ijLXTFcijO^WcijOO![dK\W^i tC¨¤ UVKK
Wc?ALXOWcA=MJOaWhA=ALOGeFFh=A;GJKLGeÌvFcO4½GeWcALKLOU]VWHGei Fck\icOOGJO![#NMePMeILFhK\=WHU_iMJWhN"A=O=GJTOWhG(WHGJ=UV]ZFhO^MT#GSO!JihKicGJO!]Z
WcXT=GALijJU_O#Whi0G=SvlMJG\N#ijFcOO^GJGJ]V]V] UZUZ!WcicUZA(O!KLÎrk.[I=OO!Me?KL]VO!SSO^OILiEFh]VUVGe[ UVKFO!=KrWhUZWhA=M\GJO.]Z]"M\[dkeSX\MeG\vTKrSHLWcA=Fh]ZUZMeWcKLO]_OeiFht«UVK=GJkKLÑRWcMnA=OO!vRO^UZKLGeicicki0OKrUSWWhMeUVK=GeUVi]
WcUVK=O!KrOm?WRUZWhGJULWhA9]ZX\v[#ALIGeSHi#AWc]ZM¥O^iciOMnL;GeOUVÌtFcNP±I=]waWhA=MrO0M\]Vli"M\UVi"Fc¥WcA=FcOO!LM\FcFjUVWhOO!±WhALFcUVILSHAw]ZX v
]VU_UZSO^ii GJM\KK90[WhA=OM\]ZmeO^SOI=Fhke]_GJOFa=OUVW,Mel]VMeO!k\OXeK¥t SMe[=I=WcOF ihSUVOKLSOevÌO!]ZO^S WcFhMeK=
uDicA=MeFcW"TUVihSIicicUZM\K0MeNWhA=O FcO^ijIL]WHiª
* `W§SMeIL]V%OicA=MnK'WcALGJWUZWU_i¦UVKLTO!O!%M\ihijUV=]VO
WhM\M¥FckrFhGJO!K=GeUV]ZUVUVK=O(k=icILX?FcijOWcO![dSM\ig[UV=KITALWcGJO!FHFTicaSGJUZO!FhKLOeSt½O(`Wa[S!MTGJTOKd]_iO MJGJNFhkeijILO!O!]N
WhWhA=A=ALOlO!GJicicW.OO!ÎrGJicI=OFhOd]ZO!NKLijFhSO!OO^]Z=iO^]VS icU_WcSMeO^Gn[¨WhUZOM\WhKUZO![S!FhGJO!O!ILiGeicke]ZO]VUVX¼meMJO^N;[iµWcWcO^A=A=GJO!OlKLUZF#UZi![t ==UWcFhO!LMrihFcicM\M\UZ?M\UZKK=O!kFjWcWhALUZGJGJO^WWi
]VK=GeO!KLMeihWKiv?Fh=WhGeA=MeKLO!W TMiceO)Me[-N"FcO!WcGJALWO^OGnUVGeFWh]Zi;]NPt#ILMTKLSaSSA=WhI=UZO!FM\FcKLUVOdK0GJGe]aA=FcUVO keOA0GEALGK?]Vm?MJI=UVW [#MeF^MJt±NlOUZFHÑRKriaWcOO!GJm\FcKLO[GFcWcO^A=JTUFhOO 
GJWcO;LGnWcWcOFhKNPMeFh[ UVK=k)=FhM?SO!ihijO^iOW,;OO!K#WhA=OaFcO!O^GnWc


UVSK=Ok]V]Vi!ijt WcFhILSWcI=FhO!i4NPMeI=KUVK0SFhXTi,WHGJ]_i4GeKLdOet kLt LG\S WhOFhUVGe]
UVu%KLOijO!A=WcKFhUVILke=ALS WhFh]ZXUZO!M\icKOLKrGJWhFHO!O!GJF [SO]ZWhMTUOWhSHFhArUZ^G.WhGJUV=Sd[]VO(GeUZK=KLGJUV±WKL[#OhILAr[ Im\i#MeK?]VGI=mGe[#=Mn]VlO OFdO!f F#Meº NRMeNMeALKL³ G\Oi
UVKz`,f;WcA=QµO tJ¤ 5eT WcUV[RUZ!UZFhK=GekRK=WckeA=O(O;TOUZ!WcicA=UVkeUVK¦KicA=MeO!FcI=O]_B)GOeK=]Z]V®Mn¥¯#tNPMeF ²f Uº;WhAs i
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